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PERSPECTIVE

Risk, Rights, and Regulation

In her book about medieval Europe, A
Distant Mirror, Barbara Tuchman describes
a world so dangerous that one or two chil
dren died as infants for every three that were
born. Death was so likely, she says, that
parents invested little emotion in their chil
dren during the first five or six years; chil
dren were "left to survive or die without
great concern."

In contrast, Americans live in a world that
is extremely safe. The vast majority survive
to a healthy adulthood; a child born today
can expect to live 75 years. Today, death is
tragic in part because it is so rare.

Yet the actions of Americans imply the
opposite. Americans have allowed their
government to intervene with the goal of
protecting them against risks. The govern
ment now bans many chemicals, controls
emissions of small quantities of chemicals
from industrial plants, clamps down on
pesticide residues on vegetables, and slows
down the introduction of potentially valu
able new drugs-all in the name of greater
safety.

Most of the risks being addressed are
small. These policies may actually be in
creasing our risk by reducing our self
reliance and frittering away resources that
we need if we are to deal with our problems
individually. Reliance on the government in
this area erodes freedom just as it does in
every other area.

Fortunately, a number of people who
share a concern for liberty have been trying
to figure out how to reverse direction and
stop turning every fear or danger over to the
government. A number of those thinkers are
represented in this issue of The Freeman.
The purpose of this issue is to help us
understand why we have turned over so
much risk coping to the government, what
harm it has caused, and what, over the long
term, we can do about it.

Technically, this issue is about' 'risk pol
icy" and' 'risk assessment," as well as more
generally about environmental problems.
But I hope to show that "risk" is more than
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a technical matter, and I hope that these
articles will point the way toward steps we
can take to deal with risks while enhancing
freedom.

This issue also includes an essay about the
life and work of the great economist Adam
Smith. While this short biography does not
deal overtly with risk to human life or to the
environment, as most of the other articles
do, Adam Smith was not silent on the sub
ject. He well understood one of the recur
ring themes of this issue: When hazards
occur, governments usually make them
worse, not better.

Consider the following quotation (found
on p. 493 of the Modern Library edition
of The Wealth of Nations): "Whoever ex
amines, with attention, the history of the
dearths and famines which have afflicted
any part of Europe ... will find, I believe,
that a dearth never has arisen from any
combination among the inland dealers in
corn, nor from any other cause but a real
scarcity, occasioned sometimes, perhaps,
and in some particular places, by the waste
of war, but in by far the greatest number of
cases, by the fault of the seasons; and that
a famine has never arisen from any other
cause but the violence of government, at
tempting by improper means, to remedy the
inconveniencies of a dearth."

-JANE S. SHAW
(Jane S. Shaw, Senior Associate of PERC,
a research center in Bozeman, Montana, is
this month's guest editor.) .

Free Market Environmentalism
Free market environmentalism is based

on two premises, the first of which is that
free markets provide the higher incomes
that in turn increase the demand for envi
ronmental quality. Few would deny that the
demand for environmental quality has in
creased dramatically in the past 25 years,

PERSPECTIVE

and there is growing consensus that the
cause of that increased demand is rising
incomes. New studies show that the rela
tionship between per capita income and
environmental quality follows a "J-curve"
pattern. At very low levels of income, en
vironmental quality may be high because no
effluent is produced. As incomes rise above
some minimum, pollutants increase and the
environment deteriorates. But then at per
capita incomes of approximately $5,000 per
year, environmental quality begins to be
come a luxury good. Above that income
level, estimates by Don Coursey of Wash
ington University in St. Louis show that for
every 10 percent increase in income there
is a 30 to 50 percent increase in the demand
for environmental quality. We may all be
environmentalists now, but the cause is not
a born-again experience at Walden Pond; it
is increasing wealth generated by free mar
kets that has given us the wherewithal to
afford environmental luxuries.

The second bulwark of free market envi
ronmentalism is that market for environ
mental amenities provide incentives for in
dividuals to treat the environment as an
asset rather than a liability. . . . Coercive
environmentalists claim to know where we
ought to go and use the powers of govern
ment to get us there. For them there is never
enough wilderness, species should not go
extinct, and pollution should not exist. That
asserted, why not use command and con
trol?

Free market environmentalists make no
claims that they know what ought to be
done. That will be determined by human
action revealed in voluntary transactions
where prices provide incentives for willing
buyers and sellers to cooperate to achieve
their mutual ends.

-TERRY L. ANDERSON and
DONALD R. LEAL

"Letters," Regulation, No.2, 1994
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Risks in the Modem World:
What Prospects for Rationality?

by Fred L. Smith, Jr.

Risk refers to the likelihood that some
thing will go wrong. 1 People naturally

fear such mishaps, and risk aversion is a
basic survival trait. Only non-survivors rush
in where angels fear to tread!2

Even in our relatively safe world, there is
much to fear: crime, disease, highway and
other accidents. The surprising issue is not
that people fear, but that people should
come to fear the dynamic forces upon which
America was built.

Americans are afraid of economic growth
and technological advance, even though
these forces largely account for our current
well-being. The prominence of this attitude
is a relatively new phenomenon; as recently
as the 1950s, American culture still revered
science and technology. Scientists and in
novators were heroic figures, the Bell Sci
ence Hour was a popular television series,
and youngsters read Microbe Hunters with
enthusiasm. No longer. Today's popular
culture uses the scientist more as a careless
Dr. Frankenstein than a heroic Prometheus
and views scientific achievements as more
evidence of man's arrogance than man's
genius. What accounts for the modern re
action?

Mr. Smith is president and founder of the Com
petitive Enterprise Institute in Washington, D.C.
He is co-editor ofEnvironmental Politics: Public
Costs, Private Rewards (Praeger, 1992).

The Wildavsky Legacy

More than almost any analyst, the late
Aaron Wildavsky examined why America
had become so frightened and, through
his books Searching for Safety, Risk and
Culture (with Mary Douglas), and The Rise
of Radical Egalitarianism, among other
works,3 he largely structured the debate on
reform of risk policy. Consider some of his
basic concepts:

• The safe and the dangerous are inter
twined: Wildavsky was fond of the Jogger's
Dilemma. Joggers, he noted, all too often
drop dead ofheart attacks in mid-stride. The
stress of exercise is too much for some
bodily systems to handle. Nonetheless, jog
gers are less likely to die of heart disease
than their sedentary colleagues and exercise
provides significant long-term health bene
fits. Jogging may be a "risky" activity, but
it tends to reduce the health risks that peo
ple face. Wildavsky used this analogy to
illustrate that safety and danger are rarely
separable, but rather inextricably mixed
elements of life. The conclusion, in Wildav
sky's view, was: We must not seek a "safe"
course but rather a "safer" course. To make
our lives safer, we must prudently accept
the introduction of new risks.

• We search for safety: Wildavsky noted
that safety is discovered-not designed.
Increased safety results from a learning
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process. We try new things, make mistakes,
and learn from our experiences. Over time,
risks are reduced. This "trial by error,"
evolutionary approach to a safer world
stands in sharp contrast to the' 'trial without
error" approach demanded in today's
highly politicized risk management world.

• Wealthier is healthier: Money is not just
wealth; it is also a measure of our ability
to fend off disasters. A wealthier population
can buy healthier food, live in safer neigh
borhoods, purchase higher quality goods,
see doctors more frequently. To Wildavsky,
this suggested that all risk reduction regu
lations should meet a minimum test: They
must save more people than they kill. Many
of America's more expensive regulations
fail this standard.4

• Anticipation vs. resilience: Wildavsky
challenged the common belief that risks
should be avoided, that we should always
look before we leap. He argued that in a
world where many, perhaps most, serious
risks are surprises, the more rational course
is to improve our resilience-our ability to
ride out unexpected disasters. Greater
wealth is one element of this strategy. These
common-sense approaches to risk champi
oned by Wildavsky are largely ignored in
the policy arena. Politicized risk managers
seem obsessed with the risks of change but
treat lightly the risks of stagnation. The
risks of going too fast are carefully exam
ined, but the risks of going too slow are
largely ignored. Yet, as any bicycle rider
knows, speed can improve stability and
enhance safety, though it can also increase
the damage from a fall. Once a society
demands unattainable levels of safety-a
risk-free world-public policy becomes di
vorced from reality. To an increasing ex
tent, that is the situation we are in.

Why Is America Afraid?
Wildavsky believed that the primary fac

tor explaining modern attitudes toward risk
was the dramatic rise in the power of radical
egalitarians-that is, those who see all dif
ferences among the citizenry as evidence of
injustice. In a balanced culture, egalitarian
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values are tempered by other viewpoints.
The egalitarian impulse underlying the sen
timent that "all men are created equal" is
counterbalanced by the notion that all
men must be free. However, like Alexis de
Tocqueville before him, Wildavsky noted
that America has always been prone to
egalitarian excesses, and this tendency led
to the current situation, particularly after
the Vietnam War radicalized a whole gen
eration of intellectuals.

Egalitarians view differentiation itself as
evil. Thus they oppose the "creative de
struction" that accompanies economic and
technological change, since change creates
winners and losers. Egalitarians favor a
"steady-state" economy and thus view with
suspicion the changes brought about by
economic and technological growth. They
sympathize with claims that cancer is
caused by corporate malfeasance and that
modern technology is creating public health
disasters. Their egalitarian preferences for a
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world of sharing, of communitarian values,
lead them to see the world in stark Malthu
sian tones. They readily believe that the
earth is inherently fragile, that man's activ
ities threaten to warm or cool or dry or flood
the earth. A world at risk demands common
sacrifice, and compels us all to band to
gether if we are to survive.

ToWildavsky,modern environmentalism
is best viewed as a restatement of this
egalitarian distaste for our modern society.
However, he also examined many of the
standard arguments advanced by those sup
porting modern attitudes toward risk:5

• In the modern world, environmental
risks are extremely important: In this view,
it is rational to fear technology and industry,
which have unleashed dangerous involun
tary risks on humankind. In fact, however,
objective data suggest that technology per
se creates few public health concerns of a
magnitude comparable to those faced by
primitive societies. For example, relatively
few cancers can be attributed to pollution,
occupational exposures and the like.6 Peo
ple are living longer, healthier lives than
ever before. Environmental risks are still
very low compared to other existing threats.
The world is not getting riskier, it is getting
safer, and the environmental concerns many
people fear are not very dangerous.

• Modern Americans are more risk intol
erant: In this argument, it is not that the
world has become riskier; but, rather, a
wealthier, healthier population has naturally
become more concerned with risks. This
argument seems plausible. Earlier Ameri
can leaders grew up during the Depression
and World War II and experienced serious
dangers. In contrast, "baby boomers" have
experienced few real risks. Not surpris
ingly, therefore, the boomers are more risk
averse and demand a higher level of safety
than their parents. However, this explana
tion ignores the fact that baby boomers,
particularly those who agitate for govern
ment risk regulation, have not displayed any
great aversion to risky lifestyles. They have
experimented widely with potentially haz
ardous drugs, promiscuous sex, and a wide
array of other dangerous, albeit exciting,

recreational activities, from hang gliding to
Third-World tourism. Increased risk aver
sion per se does not appear to explain
modern attitudes toward risk, though it may
have some influence.

• There are risks and there are risks: To
some, public attitudes toward risk are a
function not only of the "objective" mag
nitude of actual risks, but also of the manner
in which these risks occur. Risks that are
voluntary, visible, or reversible are more
acceptable than risks that are hidden, im
posed, or permanent. This is the difference
between "hazards" (risks that are "legiti
mate") and "outrages" (risks that are not).
This explanation has a surface plausibility.

But which risks are voluntary and which
are not? Are the risks ofliving near a nuclear
plant, of drinking water that may contain
low levels of chemicals, or of sharing blood
with strangers accepted voluntarily? Or are
they outrageous risks imposed on us by the
nuclear industry, manufacturers whose
chemicals get into the water supply, and
AIDS carriers? Different people at different
times seem to view the same risks very
differently. Environmentalists advocate
limitations on smoking in private restau
rants, even though secondhand smoke is an
avoidable risk (and an inconsequential one
in most cases as well). However, they see
nothing wrong with regulations that cause
harm by reducing wealth or denying tech
nology. The fact that any risk may be easily
reclassified according to the values of the
judging party makes the distinction between
voluntary and involuntary risk highly sus
pect.

• America has enlarged its fear-promoting
institutions: Since World War II, risk regu
latory agencies have seen their powers ex
panded and a host of new agencies has been
created. The alphabet soup of regulatory
offices-FDA, EPA, OSHA, FTC, etc.
emphasizes certain risks and ignores others.
These agencies are assigned no responsibil
ity for the risks of economic and technolog
ical stagnation; they need consider only the
possible risks from a new product or pro
cess. Moreover, if such agencies are to
maintain and expand their staffs and bud-



gets, they must persuade Congress that their
role is essential. That reality explains why
EPA pronouncements read as if they were
written by Stephen King. Environmental
groups are under similar pressure in their
drive to raise funds. Incentives to arouse
fear do help explain the growth of anti
technology attitudes in America.

The Role of Culture
in Risk Selection

Wildavsky recognized that modern atti
tudes toward risk had many causes, but he
believed the dominant factor remained cul
tural. The things we choose to fear reflect
our values more than knowledge about ac
tual risks. We select to fear those things that
convince us that our deeply held prejudices
are valid. What else can explain our will
ingness to ignore the vast ocean of natural
carcinogens in which we live, while spend
ing literally tens of billions on the trivial
quantities of pesticide residues?· Wildavsky
believed that America's intense preoccupa
tion with trivial risks reinforces egalitarian
values. Finding threats in economic activity
and technological change allows us to cas
tigate business, condemn modern wealth
distributions, and argue for a radical restruc
turing of modern society.

What Is to Be Done?
Any improvement in risk management

will require both reforming existing institu
tions and expanding the scope ofprivate risk
management. The latter is preferable, but
political realities require attention to short
run reforms in addition to long-term solu
tions.

Currently, the EPA and other risk regu
latory agencies are biased against change.
These agencies must be forced to consider
the risks of economic and technological
stagnation as well as the risks of technology
itself. How might this be done? One way is
to encourage "conflicts of interest" within
agencies' goals-for example, all risk agen
cies should also have the responsibility of
promoting technology.
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Such an approach would reverse decades
of "good government" reforms designed to
separate agencies devoted to safety from
agencies focused on advocacy. Past reforms
gave the EPA control over agricultural
chemicals, while the U.S. Department of
Agriculture was to concern itself with farm
output only. The idea was to make the EPA
more focused on safety; but it also gives the
EPA little reason to consider the impact of
pesticide regulations on agricultural produc
tivity, food prices, or product availability.

A less ambitious step would be to create
a new position in all regulatory agencies to
deal with new technologies. Appoint a Tech
nology Ombudsman charged with making a
case for the earliest possible approval of the
broadest possible range of new technolo
gies. In order to grow, the office would have
to demonstrate that the EPA and other
agencies are regulating too much, thus pro
viding a counterweight to the presumption
that more regulation is always good. The
goal would be to ensure a more balanced
trial, with advocates on both sides of the
issue. (The Catholic Church pioneered in
this type of reform when it created both an
Advocate of God and a Devil's Advocate
in its canonization process. One office was
charged with advancing the case for saint
hood, the other for shooting it down.)

Another possible institutional reform
would be to mandate Post-Regulatory
Approval Audits for products when they are
finally approved. The goal would be to
assess the losses (both economic and to
human health) associated with their delayed
introduction. Thus, when the Food and
Drug Administration announces a new drug,
celebrating how many lives it will save in the
future, such an audit would point out how
many lives could have been saved had the
FDA acted even sooner.

If such reforms are to have any chance of
success, some support or at least acquies
cence by egalitarians will probably be nec
essary.7 What would motivate this group
to rethink its opposition to choice and tech
nology? Possibly the distributional conse
quences of anti-technology and anti-growth
policies could persuade them. Little effort
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has been spent to show the effect of modern
risk management policies on the poor and
on the Third World, yet they may be signif
icant. To choose just one example, if bans
on pesticides make fruits and vegetables
more expensive, the poor are hurt more than
the well-off.

Toward Private Risk
Management

Unfortunately, reforming the political bu
reaucracy is rarely successful. Thus, we
should begin now to relegitimize private risk
management.8

The task of government is not to ensure
our safety-but to ensure our rights. We
may elect to hang-glide, to hunt, to smoke,
to explore underwater caves, to ski, to take
non-approved pharmaceutical products,
and we should be free to do so. There are
risks entailed by such choices, but people
should be free to make those choices and
bear the responsibility for them. There can
be no values, no clarity about justice in a
world where others decide what is good
for us.

Individuals should be free to voluntarily
expose themselves to increased environ
mental risks if they believe that there are
offsetting benefits . For example, some peo
ple may oppose the siting of a new inciner
ator in their backyard, while others may see
it as a source of wealth and opportunity.
Different people with different needs will
judge such situations differently, examining
the risks and the benefits that lie on each side
of the equation. Furthermore, in accepting
risks, people should be free to use private
means of managing their risks. A role for
policy is to make sure that private insurance
is not destroyed by government, to restore

and strengthen the traditional right of pri
vate contract, and to protect private own
ership.

Aaron Wildavsky's work points out the
need to expand the arguments in favor of
private risk management and to elucidate
the reforms that can enable us to achieve
it. As former EPA Administrator William
Ruckelshaus has noted, echoing Ben Frank
lin, a frightened population is often all too
willing to sacrifice its freedom for the prom
ise of security. Many in America have
understood that fact and are using it to erode
our freedom.

In sum, fear is rational; today's system of
political risk management is not. Our chal
lenge is to make that fact evident to the
citizenry. D

1. This article seeks to synthesize the work of Aaron
Wildavsky on risk and to suggest the policy implications of his
work. Wildavsky was the world's expert and his untimely death
in September 1993 left many unanswered questions. I venture
this essay in the hope that others will take up the quest.

2. Of course, the sociobiological case for heroism (the
altruistic gene argument) does suggest that this remark be
qualified.

3. See Aaron Wildavsky, SearchingforSafety (New Bruns
wick, N.J.: Transaction Books, 1988); Mary Douglas and
Wildavsky, Risk and Culture: An Essay on the Selection of
Technical and Environmental Dangers (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1982); and Wildavsky, The Rise ofRadical
Egalitarianism (Washington: American University Press, 1991).

4. See, for example, Daniel Mitchell, "The Deadly Impact
of Federal Regulations," Journal of Regulation and Social
Costs, June 1992; and, Wildavsky, Searching for Safety.

5. For a more detailed discussion of this point, see "Who
Wants What and Why? A Cultural Theory" and "Theories of
Risk Perception" in Wildavsky, The Rise ofRadical Egalitar
ianism.

6. See Michael Gough, "How Much Cancer Can EPA
Prevent?" Risk Analysis, Vol. 10, no. 1, 1990.

7. Ideas do have consequences-especially among the
intellectual class. Consider, for example, the shift of opinion at
The New York Times on the value of minimum wage legislation.
Over time, the editorial staff became convinced that such laws
harm, rather than help, the poor. See The New York Times,
"The Right Minimum Wage: $0.00," January 14, 1987.

8. These points are elaborated in my chapter, "Environ
mental Policy at the Crossroads," in Environmental Politics:
Public Costs, Private Rewards, Michael Greve and Fred Smith,
eds. (New York:. Praeger, 1992).
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Chemicals and Witches:
Standards of Evidence
in Regulation
by Robert H. Nelson

Why do bad things happen? Why does
a child die? Judeo-Christian theology

instructs its followers to trust that God has
a purpose, however difficult it may be to
understand.

That answer has not been fully satisfac
tory for many people. Before the Enlight
enment, many in the European religious
world explained disasters through evil spir
its, witches, and other agents of the devil,
which undermined true faith, spread injury
and disease, and caused many bad things to
happen.

Our modern and scientific age-a time
when most people no longer believe in the
active presence of the devil in the world
confronts a similar problem. Science tells us
that our fate is a matter of the workings of
the laws of nature: Cancer is an accident of
cell biology; a high death rate in one town is
simply the random statistical consequence
of the workings of probabilities in a nation
with many thousands of communities. Yet
secular thought today is as filled with devils,
and bad things are as attributed to evil
influences, as in the European world of 500
years ago.

The many parallels were developed in a
remarkable article-still known mainly to
environmental specialists-that appeared
in 1980 on "Witches, Floods and Wonder

Dr. Nelson is Professor ofEnvironmental Policy
at the School ofPublic Affairs at the University
ofMaryland.

Drugs." 1 The author, William C. Clark,
then at a prestigious international think
tank, the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis in Vienna, Austria, is
today a member of the science, technology,
and public policy program at the Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard Univer
sity.

Clark begins by noting that "for several
centuries spanning the Renaissance and
Reformation, societal risk assessment
meant witch hunting." Indeed, people
found in "'witches' a convenient label for
their fears of the unknown." It was their
way of dealing with "the inevitable misfor
tunes which befell one's crops, health and
happiness." Although the Catholic Church
did not aggressively persecute witches for
many centuries, the publication in 1486 of
The Hammer of the Witches proved, as
Clark writes, a "collective consciousness
watershed." Witch hunting rose to fever
pitch in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies, as public panics came and went, and
many tens of thousands of alleged witches
were executed throughout Europe.

Witches and Chemicals
Clark sees similar phenomena underlying

our modern chemical panics, although the
hapless victims are no longer executed;
instead, they lose theirjobs, businesses, and
communities. The governing authorities to-
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day are oftenjust as craven in capitulating to
public fears.

He notes that a key question is "the kind
of evidence we admit in our attempts to
answer" questions of cause and effect, of
guilt and innocence. In both witch hunting
and contemporary chemical hunting, there
is no "conceivable empirical observation
which could logically force an answer 'No.'
In neither case is there a 'stopping rule'
which can logically terminate the investiga
tion short of a revelation of guilt. "

In the witch hunts of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, "the Inquisition's
principal tool for identifying witches was
torture.... If she said no, what else would
you expect of a witch? So she was tortured
until she confessed the truth." And in our
current chemical inquisitions, Clark notes,
something that is not a risk with a parts-per
trillion test "can always be exposed to a
parts-per-billion examination.... The only
stopping rule is discovery of the sought-for
effect, or exhaustion of the investigator (or
his funds)."

Environmental investigators, for exam
pIe, proclaimed a decade ago that dioxin
was among the most carcinogenic chemi
cals ever seen. The occupants of Times
Beach, Missouri, were relocated in haste
after dioxin was found in its streets. Yet, by
the 1990s, the scientist who had called for
this evacuation had recanted. Workers
heavily exposed to dioxin in a 1970s indus
trial accident in Italy were showing few of
the dire effects predicted. Michael Gough,
formerly director of the Center for Risk
Management at Resources for the Future,
and past coordinator ofa major dioxin study
for the Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment, wrote in 1993 that all credible
studies "have concluded that dioxin expo
sure has not caused elevated levels of can
cer.,,2

In response to such challenges, the En
vironmental Protection Agency initiated a
new dioxin study in 1991. Yet when the EPA
finally released its study in 1994, dioxin was
not exonerated. The EPA grudgingly ac
knowledged that the original cancer con
cerns might still be unproven by any direct

epidemiological evidence, but now dioxin
was charged with a new litany of sins. It was
as Gough had commented: "No experiment
or study can prove the negative.... As
each postulated connection dissolves, new
ones can be proposed.,,3

Perhaps dioxin will eventually be proven
a great menace. The full scientific truth will
not be known for some time to come. What
is obvious is that, like the witch hunters of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the
members ofgovernment bureaucracies have
a large personal stake in the outcome-as
large as the chemical manufacturers whose
scientific reports are routinely dismissed by
many people. As Clark noted, "there was
certainly an element ofopportunistic career
ism in the Inquisition, and there is almost
certainly an element ofopportunistic career
ism in the present risk assessment move
ment. "

Arousing public fears is an ancient bu
reaucratic strategy, practiced effectively
early in this century, for example, by the
founder of the Forest Service, Gifford Pin
chot. He warned constantly-and alto
gether baselessly, as matters turned out
that the nation would soon run out of wood,
that there would be a dire "timber famine. "

Witch hunting was not limited to anyone
religion or country. Indeed, while the Inqui
sition was Roman Catholic, about 4,000
witches were executed in Calvinist Scotland
between 1590 and 1680. Paul Johnson re
ports in his History of Christianity4 that
"wherever Calvinism became strong,
witches were systematically hunted."

The Salem Experience
The execution of 19 witches in Salem in

1692, backed by leading members of the
Massachusetts Puritan branch of Calvinism,
was no great anomaly, although it came near
the close of the witch hunting craze. The
Salem court that heard the case consisted of
seven prominent citizens, including the lieu
tenant governor of the Massachusetts col
ony. The victims were convicted largely by
"spectral" evidence supplemented by the



confessions of other supposed witches.
Spectral evidence consisted of testimony in
which a vision of the alleged witch-the
"spectre"-was said to have appeared be
fore the witness and tempted that person to
evil deeds. The appearance ofsuch a spectre
was attributed by the court to the witch, and
was considered to be decisive evidence of
the possession of witchcraft powers.

(By the way, no one who confessed was
executed at Salem. Execution was reserved
for people who refused to admit their guilt
and thus continued in defiance of God and
the court-hardly an incentive to resist
confession.)

Today, risks of chemicals are assessed
from animal tests based on the "maximum
tolerable dose." A sample of rats, for ex
ample, will be exposed to the chemical at
the highest dose that the rats can accept and
still continue to live. This dose will often be
many hundreds or thousands of times the
equivalent doses to which humans are ex
posed. If the rats then show abnormal rates
of cancer or other health problems, the
chemical stands convicted.

The standard of proof here is not much
higher than the spectral evidence and the
"voluntary" confessions accepted by the
Salem court. Normal human health requires
many chemicals that would be very harmful
in the body at much higher concentrations.
There are large numbers of' 'natural" chem
icals that have been present in the food
supply for thousands of years and that to
day show positive carcinogenic results un
der current testing methods.

Seienee magazine found the existing stan
dards of scientific evidence so lacking that
it called editorially in 1990 for an end to
chemical witch hunting: "Resultant strin
gent regulations and attendant frightening
publicity have led to public anxiety and
chemophobia," said the editorial. "If cur
rent ill-based regulatory levels continue to
be imposed, the cost ofcleaning up phantom
hazards will be in the hundreds ofbillions of
dollars with minimal benefit to human
health. In the meantime, real hazards are not
receiving adequate attention.,,5

Bruce Ames, an early developer of tests
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Increase Mather (1639-1723) was among the Puritan
leaders who issued a statement in 1692 that rejected the use
of spectral evidence in witch trials.

for carcinogenic impact and Professor of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at the
University of California at Berkeley as well
as a member of the National Academy of
Sciences, writes with Lois Gold that exist
ing maximum tolerable dose methods of
testing, even though they are a main method
used by the government for assessing cancer
risk, are of little worth. They "cannot pre
dict the cancer risk to humans at the much
lower levels to which [humans] are typically
exposed. ,,6

The Massachusetts executions of witches
came to an end when charges started being
hurled not only against the social outcasts
and the poor but against the governing
officials, the relatives of clergy, and other
prominent members of the Massachusetts
colony. The turning point was a public
statement issued in the fall of 1692 by
Increase Mather and other leading Puritan
ministers rejecting the use of spectral evi
dence. Similarly, Clark reports that a critical
event in the winding down of the witch trials
in Europe was the publication by Inquisitor
Alonso Salazar y Frias ofa detailed analysis
of witch burnings at Logrofio, Navarre. The
analysis by this well-respected member of
the church showed that "most ofthe original
accusations had been false, that torture had
created witches where none existed, and
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that there was not a single case of actual
witchcraft to show for all the preaching,
hunting, and burning which had been carried
out in the name of the church." Perhaps
Bruce Ames and the small band of other
scientists who have had the courage in
recent years to insist on firm evidence in the
face of today's environmental panics will
eventually find a similar place in history.

Environmentalists as Puritans
Environmental witch hunting is only one

of several ways in which the more radical
segments of the present environmental
movement have revived the seventeenth
century heritage of Puritan Massachusetts.
When radical environmentalists such as
David Brower and David Foreman refer
to mankind as the "cancer" or "AIDS" of
the earth, they are repeating once again the
old Calvinist message of doom and gloom
that mankind has fallen into a deep and
fundamental state of depravity and that
the earth is headed for divine retribution
unless human beings mend their corrupt
ways.7

In his classic study of the New England
mind of the seventeenth century, the Har
vard historian Perry Miller observed that the
Puritans were "obsessed with" the "theol
ogy of nature. " They had a "reverence" for
nature reflecting their belief that "the crea
tures . . . are subordinate arguments and
testimonies of the most wise God, pages of
the book of nature, ministers and apostles
of God, the vehicles and the way by which
we are carried to God. ,,8 Environmentalism
today, in essence, secularizes this theology.

In Nature it is possible to experience
directly the Creation; in theological terms, it
is possible to encounter a work of God free
of the corruptions introduced by sinful hu
manity. Indeed, intellectual historians such
as Miller have traced a path from the Puri
tans through the New England transcenden
talists of the nineteenth century to current
environmentalism. The founder of the Si
erra Club, John Muir, followed in the foot
steps of Ralph Waldo Emerson; the late
Edward Abbey, a writer who lamented the

loss of the pristine West, was an intellectual
descendant of Henry David Thoreau.

The Judeo-Christian heritage is the bearer
of many of the glories of Western civiliza
tion. American Puritanism helped to spur
abolitionism and women's rights, and is the
great source of much of the reform impetus
in American history. Yet Western religion
has also fallen into moments of persecution
and fanaticism.

Such moments come when trust in reason
erodes. The persecution of witches arose at
about the same time as the Protestant Ref
ormation. The Roman Catholic church be
came increasingly defensive as Luther,
Calvin, and other Protestants contested its
authority. Reason was called into question
as the Reformation challenged the natural
law theology of the medieval Roman Cath
olic church. Similarly today, trust in reason
is fading as science faces growing numbers
of doubters. This paves the way for hyster
ical reactions.

As environmentalism undertakes the wor
thy task of further developing the religious
grounds for the stewardship of the earth, it
will be well to recall these lessons of the
past. In matters of environmental regulation
of chemicals, the future credibility of the
environmental movement rests on demand
ing strict standards of proof before taking
actions that displace many people and spend
many tens of billions of hard-earned citizen
dollars. D
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Controlling Risk: Regulation
or Rights?

by Richard L. Stroup

For many decades, Louisiana's Gulf
Coast has been a center of oil and

chemical plants. The region has higher-than
average rates of death from cancer, and has
even been dubbed "Cancer Alley." Many
people assume that the chemical plants are
causing cancer along the Gulf Coast.

But there is evidence that this assumption
is wrong. In 1992, the Louisiana Cancer and
Lung Trust Fund Board reported that the
incidence rate of virtually all cancers was
"at or below the national average," in the
words ofJoel L. Nitzkin, Director ofSpecial
Projects for the Louisiana Office of Public
Health. 1 (The exception was lung cancer in
males, but Nitzkin, like other experts, at
tributes more than 90 percent of these can
cers to cigarette smoking.)

Yes, death rates from cancer were high.
But the reason, Nitzkin explained, was not
that chemical plants were inducing more
cancer. If they were, cancer incidence rates
would be higher, and they are not. Instead,
people in the area with cancer have not been
getting adequate medical care.

This incident illustrates how easy it is for
the public (and even experts) to misread
information about risk. When you couple
that with a political system that caters to

Dr. Stroup is a Senior Associate of PERC, a
research center in Bozeman, Montana, that
provides market solutions to environmental
problems.

demands for government intervention (as
ours does), the result is a series of major
government programs that are totally mis
directed.

Much of the environmental policy in the
United States is driven by the fact that
voters see potential gains from reducing risk
through the political process. They believe
that they benefit and they think that giant,
faceless corporations pay for those benefits.
While they may act quite differently on an
individual level (for example, they may be
quite willing to bear small risks), as voters
they tend to support heavy expenditures to
reduce risks, however small. As in the case
of "Cancer Alley," these programs may be
based on mistaken perceptions.

Voter ideology affects public policy as
well. Those on the left, mistrusting capital
ism, tend to worry a lot about the risk from
industrial chemicals. The ideological ele
ment of their worry can be seen by noting
that at the same time they fear chemical
pollution, they tend to minimize risks from
HIV-positive individuals in the food service
or health-care industries. People on the
ideological right tend to have the opposite
emphasis.

The view from the left dominated envi
ronmental policy in the 1970s and 1980s, so
it's not surprising that policy focused on
industrial chemicals and on regulation as the
way to deal with them. But it's important to
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realize that this is not the only way to deal
with pollution such as industrial chemical
emissions or waste. While everyone agrees
that it is wrong to impose risk unilaterally on
others without their consent, beyond mini
mal levels, regulation is not necessarily-or
even traditionally-the way to get people to
stop polluting.

Superfund as an Example
The Supetfund program, created by Con

gress in 1980, illustrates the radical shift
toward tight regulation that has taken place
in dealing with pollution. Prior to the cre
ation of Supetfund, people exercising their
rights could sue in court to force the owners
of leaking chemical dumps to clean up any
site posing unacceptable risks.

But suspicion and accusations were not
enough. The burden of proof lay with the
plaintiff. The level ofproof required was not
the stringent "beyond a reasonable doubt"
standard of criminal cases, but the "more
likely than not" standard, which is more
easily met. Nevertheless, meeting this stan
dard could be difficult. Perhaps the harm
would only appear years later as a birth
defect or an illness such as cancer. If the
damage, or unacceptable risk, could not be
detected at the time of the lawsuit, common
law would not force action. Another prob
lem with these common-law suits was that
even if the risk was known, the creator ofthe
site might not be located or might be insol
vent.

In 1980, Congress confronted what
seemed to be an emergency, although ulti
mately the "crisis" turned out to be as
inaccurate a perception as Louisiana's
"Cancer Alley." In Niagara Falls, New
York, chemicals from a former industrial
waste site known as Love Canal seeped into
people's basements after the canal walls had
been punctured by the local school board,
the city government, and the state depart
ment of transportation. Fearing the worst,
people reading headlines all over the coun
try worried about thousands of "ticking
time bombs" -abandoned dumps-that
were threatening the nation's health. In fact,

however, studies since then have not con
firmed any unusual long-term dangers to
residents in the area of Love Canal.

Congress abandoned the traditional way
of dealing with health threats from hazard
ous waste, which required evidence that the
pollution complait~t was more likely than not
to be correct. Congressmen wanted action,
and the rights of those who ultimately would
be required to pay were treated as insignif
icant. (Another boost came from the EPA,
which saw Supetfund as a way of expanding
its power.)

Supetfund is largely immune from the
budget process because it is financed by a
special tax on chemicals, oil, and a broad
based corporate income tax. Furthermore,
the EPA can potentially recapture all the
costs of the cleanups it incurs from the
companies that contributed waste to the site
(even if they followed the law at the time).
To prevent delays, Congress made the ac
tions of the EPA at any site largely immune
from judicial review until after the money is
spent to clean up the site. Often, very large
amounts of money are involved. The EPA
makes people pay, on average, an estimated
$30 million per site cleanup.

This unlimited access to the purses of
others gives EPA professionals an incen
tive to pursue their mission with much zeal
and little restraint. While their goal may be
high-minded-cleaning up sites to protect
the public-they have an incentive to clean
up just about any site just about anywhere,
as long as it might pose even a small poten
tial danger. And they do. (That doesn't
mean that cleanups are fast or effective.
Traditional bureaucratic inertia sets in, and
critics from across the political spectrum
assail the Supetfund program as wasteful
and ineffective.)

EPA professionals force cleanups at
many sites where the existence of high risk
is dubious, and where risk could be mini
mized without cleanup by isolating contam
inants or by restricting site use. EPA risk
assessments pile conservative (that is, ultra
safe) assumption on conservative assump
tion to exaggerate estimated risk. Outside
experts indicate that the resulting risk esti-
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mates may easily overstate the expected
value ofa given risk by a factor ofa thousand
or 10,000.

Imaginary Health Risks
Most of the health risks claimed in the site

assessments are purely imaginary. They are
based on future scenarios that hypothesize
"reasonable maximum exposures." EPA
claims that the risks could "plausibly" oc
cur, but that claim is often doubtful. For
example, the EPA frequently assumes that
an industrial hazardous waste site will be
come a residential area. And, despite official
EPA guidance to the contrary, important
information revealing the uncertainty of the
estimates is routinely omitted from material
provided to the public and to officials.

This process has led to opposition around
the country as citizens of communities with
Superfund sites (or potential Superfund
sites) try to keep the EPA out. They contend
that their towns are safe; the EPA says they
are not. Even the General Accounting Office
has criticized the EPA for failing to compare
the benefits of cleanup with the benefits of
using those funds to deal with other envi
ronmental problems.

In sum, Superfund is not an effective way
to reduce health risks. It reduced the tradi
tional protections that people and compa
nies can expect from legal due process, and
it hasn't clearly helped anybody, except
lawyers, consultants, and the EPA. Much
the same has been shown to be true of many
other regulatory programs.

Rights, Prosperity, and the
Environment

Is there another way? Yes. The traditional
way of dealing with pollutants is by protect
ing rights. This approach is based on the
recognition that people have a right not to be
invaded by others, and this includes inva
sion by excessive pollutants emitted by
others. This approach to controlling pollu-

tion was not perfect, but now that we see the
ills of regulatory programs, it looks better
than it did in the 1970s.

Enforcing rights would not completely
end emissions of potentially harmful pollu
tion. Nor should it. For example, a polluter
might offer to purchase the rights of those
downwind. Those affected could choose
between moving, for compensation, or stay
ing where they are, insisting on their rights,
but losing compensation.

If we can return to a rights approach,
much money will be saved-not just tax
payers' funds, but some of the $150 billion
spent each year by industry to meet envi
ronmental regulations that often accomplish
little. One important result will be greater
prosperity.

Prosperity, or rising levels of wealth and
income, are a key to environmental im
provement. Prosperity makes possible tech
nological advances that reduce stress on
resources and emit fewer pollutants; data
from around the world show that techno
logically advanced nations generally have
cleaner, healthier environments. Further
more, the demand for environmental im
provements-the willingness and ability to
sacrifice to achieve more environmental
quality-grows more than proportionally as
income grows. Economist Donald Coursey
estimates that when incomes grow 2 per
cent, willingness to sacrifice for added en
vironmental quality grows 5 percent. 2

Around the world, greater prosperity also
leads to reductions in birth rates over time
and an easing of population pressures.

And prosperity is the way to help the
people in "Cancer Alley." With more in
come and greater prosperity, they can ob
tain the timely medical care that will save
their lives. 0

1. Joel L. Nitzkin, "Cancer in Louisiana: A Public Health
Perspective," Journal o/the Louisiana Medical Society, April
1992, p. 162.

2. Donald Coursey discussed this topic in "The Demand for
Environmental Quality," a paper presented January 1993 at the
annual meeting of the American Economic Association in
Anaheim, California.
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Recycling Myths

I f there's a buzzword in the business of
managing America's solid waste problem,

surely it is "recycling." At times the term
seems to have taken on an almost religious
meaning, with the faithful assuming that
"disposable" is bad and "recycling" is
good by definition.

There's nothing wrong with recycling
when it's approached from a perspective of
sound economics, good science, and volun
tary cooperation. Too often, it's promoted
as an end in itself without regard to whether
it's worth the time and expense.

Recently, a speaker on this subject told
my local Rotary Club that we should all
recycle more ofthe paper we use so America
could save its trees. The implication was
that we're using too much paper, that trees
are endangered, and that our civic duty
requires that we do more with less.

As it turns out, most of the trees that are
planted in America are planted with the
intent ofeventually harvesting them to make
things like paper. This means that if we all
used less paper, there would be fewer trees
planted. Maybe some people ought to use
less paper anyway (bureaucrats, for in
stance), but no one should assume that the
people who are in the business of growing
and harvesting trees are going to continue to
do so even if we don't buy their products.

Lawrence W. Reed, economist and author, is
President of The Mackinac Center for Public
Policy, a free market research and educational
organization headquartered in Midland, Michi
gan.

by Lawrence Reed

"We're running out of trees" is a fiction
older than most of the trees alive today.
The truth is that though the total area of
forestland in the continental United States
is about the same as it was 75 years ago---
600 million acres-there are far more trees
because of greater tree density per acre.
Market-driven technological changes,
such as the development of wood preser
vatives, have led to more efficient use of
forest resources. Market incentives have
given private land owners good reason to
replant nearly three million acres of trees
every year. So when it comes to paper,
recycle to your heart's content, but not
because you think we'll run out of trees if
you don't.

A recycling mania has been sweeping the
country for nearly a decade. More than
6,000 curbside programs are operated by
local governments, serving at least 70 mil
lion Americans. In a recent year, more than
140 recycling laws were passed in 38
states-mandating the activity or requiring
taxpayers to pay for it, or both. All this has
occurred at the same time that cost-cutting
entrepreneurs are busy producing less and
less packaging to contain more and more
goods.

Without any edicts from politicians, plas
tic milk jugs today contain 30 percent less
plastic than they did just 20 years ago. The
weight of aluminum cans declined by 36
percent between 1960 and 1990. Experts like
Lynn Scarlett of the Los Angeles-based
Reason Foundation point out that Ameri-
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ca's solid waste problem is a public policy
failure, not a market failure.

Because of flat rate charges for municipal
garbage pick-up and disposal, government
policies in most areas subsidize those who
throwaway large quantities of refuse at the
expense of those who throwaway very
little. Entrepreneurs know how to construct
landfills now that pose absolutely no hazard
to the environment, and anyone who has
ever flown over almost any state knows
there's plenty of land for this purpose, but
naysaying regulators have almost closed
down this efficient waste management op
tion.

The fact is that sometimes recycling
makes sense and sometimes it doesn't. In
the legislative rush to pass recycling man
dates, state and local governments should
pause to consider the science and the eco
nomics of every proposition. Often, bad
ideas are worse than none at all and can
produce lasting damage if they are enshrined
in law. Simply demanding that something
be recycled can be disruptive ofmarkets and
it does not guarantee that recycling that
makes either economic or environmental
sense will even occur.

Many people believe that simply segre
gating plastic containers, glass bottles,
newspapers, and metal cans and then plac
ing them in colorful boxes at curbside means
that recycling has somehow taken place.
Without ever questioning either the cost or
the outcome of the process that starts at the
curb, they assume that whatever happens
must be both economically and environmen
tally sound.

Recycling, however, doesn't really hap
pen unless all that plastic, glass, paper, and
metal is turned into new, useful products
that are actually in demand in the market
place. Some of what we put at curbside
actually ends up in a landfill or piled to the
ceiling in warehouses with no place to go.
Recycling programs may make a lot of
civic-minded citizens feel good, but the
whole rationale is undermined to the extent
they are nothing more than expensive, po
litically motivated, and circuitous methods
of old-fashioned garbage disposal.
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Quite often, more energy and resources
are spent than saved in the process of
recycling. Municipal governments, because
of the inherent shortcomings of public sec
tor accounting and budget information, rou
tinely underestimate the full costs of their
recycling programs.

One area where recycling plainly works is
in the disposal of aluminum cans. Since the
process requires 10 percent less energy than
transforming bauxite into aluminum, it pays
for producers to use recycled cans. Hence,
a market has developed for these cans, and
market incentives encourage entrepreneurs
to find efficient ways to collect them.

One area where recycling doesn't make
sense is in the disposal of juice containers
used principally by school children. Aseptic
disposable packages such as those small
juice boxes were banned in Maine and are a
target of the more extreme environmental
ists. But as a 1991 study from the National
Center for Policy Analysis (NCPA) in Dallas
showed, such knee-jerk, interventionist,
pseudo-solutions to nonproblems are rooted
in misinformation or incomplete informa
tion:

• Filling disposable boxes requires about
half as much energy as filling the supposedly
preferable alternative, glass bottles.

• For a given beverage volume, trans
porting empty glass bottles requires 15 times
as many trucks as the empty boxes-thus
using more fuel and causing more air pollu
tion.

• Because the end product is lightweight,
small, and rectangular, the filled boxes can
be transported more efficiently than full
glass bottles-using 35 percent less energy.

Some states have threatened to ban dis
posable diapers as a way to encourage the
use (and recycling) of cloth diapers. Studies
show, however, that when all environmen
tal effects are considered, cloth has no clear
advantage over disposables. In California
and other western states where there is
relatively abundant landfill space and a
shortage of water, the case for disposables
is actually quite strong. Residents of those
states who avoid them and wash cloth dia
pers with scarce water may actually be
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doing harm to the environment. The mar
ketplace, once again, is not as dumb as
certain do-gooders think it is.

Several cities, including Portland, Ore
gon, and Newark, New Jersey, have essen
tially banned polystyrene food packages.
That's what McDonald's used to put its
burgers in until it was pressured into switch
ing to paperboard containers. The average
American thinks these efforts are positive
for the environment because they will some
how promote recycling. They also believe
that because paper is "biodegradable" and
polystyrene is not, the switch will reduce the
need for landfills. The truth of the matter is
more complicated than that.

Polystyrene, it so happens, is completely
recyclable, which isn't always true of the
paper used in, say, drinking cups. And those
paper cups, by the way, cost the consumer
about 2V2 times as much as polystyrene.

Studies from NCPA and other respected
organizations show that production of the
old polystyrene McDonald's hamburger
shell actually used 30 percent less energy
than paperboard and resulted in 46 percent
less air pollution and 42 percent less water
pollution. The average 10-gram paper cup
consumes 33 grams of wood and uses 28
percent more petroleum in its manufac-

ture than the entire input of a polystyrene
cup.

Furthermore, the paper cup requires 36
times more chemical input (partly because
it weighs seven times as much) and takes
about 12 times as much steam, 36 times as
much electricity and- twice as much cooling
water to make, compared to its polystyrene
counterpart. And, about 580 times as much
waste water, 10 to 100 times the residual
effluents of pollutants, and three times the
air emission pollutants are produced in mak
ing the paper cup.

Environmentalists who put their faith in
government, with hardly a scrap ofevidence
that suggests they should, seem oblivious
to these realities. To them, mountains of
refuse waiting to be recycled into things
people don't want at a cost they would never
freely pay is not a reason to abolish man
datory recycling schemes. Instead, it gives
them a reason to pass new laws that would
force-feed the economy with recycled prod
ucts.

Market economists-by nature, philoso
phy, and experience-are skeptical of
schemes to supplant the free choices of
consumers with the dictates of central plan
ners. The recycling mania confirms their
suspicions. 0
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EcoKids: New Automatons
on the Block

by Jo Kwong

T he other day my five-year-old twin girls
asked me to.turn on the Saturday morn

ing cartoons. As I switched on the televi
sion, I recognized the characters from Ted
Turner's Captain Planet and immediately
pressed onward in the channel selection.
One of my daughters recognized the show
and cried, "But I want to watch that!" I
explained that Captain Planet teaches chil
dren things about the environment and hu
man nature that simply are not true. Reflect
ing on a phrase used in the show, she asked,
"You mean, the power is not with us?" My
heart sank as I realized I was finally expe
riencing one of my worst nightmares: the
brainwashing of my children through envi
ronmental "education."

As our nation continues its all-consuming
pursuit of protecting the environment, "re
gardless of the cost," we are overlooking
the greatest cost of all: the toll on our
children. My review of environmental "ed
ucation" has revealed a number of unset
tling trends and strategies. It is apparent, for
example, that (1) children are being scared
into becoming environmental activists, (2)
there is widespread misinformation in ma-

Dr. Kwong is an environmental research assis
tant at the Atlas Economic Research Foundation
in Fairfax, Virginia. This is a longer version ofan
article published by The Acton Institute (Grand
Rapids, Michigan) in the March/April 1995 issue
of Religion & Liberty.

terials aimed at children, (3) children are
being taught what to think, rather than how
to think, (4) children are taught that human
beings are evil, (5) children are feeling
helpless and pessimistic about their future
on earth, and (6) environmental education
is being used to undermine the simple joys
ofchildhood. Are we raising critically think
ing leaders or simple automatons that can
recite that latest environmental dogma?

Raising EcoKids
A quick glance at the materials aimed at

children and their educators reveals one
very apparent trend: a call to activism. The
bestseller 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do
To Save the Earth, published by The Earth
Works Group, urges kids to write to their
U.S. Senators, the President, and world
leaders, or join an environmental group.
Suggested groups include the Natural Re
sources Defense Council, famous for per
petuating hysteria over Alar-treated apples
in the late 1980s, and Greenpeace, an orga
nization that even its admirers say built its
reputation on publicity stunts and playing
"fast and loose" with scientific facts.

The textbook Your Health, published by
Prentice-Hall, encourages children to "con
sider joining an environmental group." Its
suggestions for further contacts include
Greenpeace, Zero Population Growth,
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Planned Parenthood, and Earth First! (a
group that has solicited terminally ill people
to undertake life-threatening eco-terrorist
activities). And Kid Heroes of the Environ
ment, another publication of The Earth
Works Group, praises children for conduct
ing petition drives, organizing letter-writing
campaigns to political leaders, and boycott
ing businesses.

The Alley Foundation, a "non-political,
non-profit organization dedicated to the en
vironmental education of our youth," dis
tributes a book called' 'Cry Out. " It tells the
children, "Unless you take action NOW,
the beautiful forests where you go hiking,
the beaches where you swim in clean water,
the clear morning when you take a breath of
sweet-smelling air could all become things
of the past."

What's so wrong about these calls to
activism? Nothing, really, if children are
taught solid facts about environmental sci
ence and if they understand the trade-offs
involved in adopting alternative courses
of action. Yet this hardly seems the case.
Children are often taught by people lacking
training in environmental subjects.

Consider that the United Nations Envi
ronment Programme markets its publica
tion, "Environmental Education for Our
Common Future," to teachers "whatever
subject they teach." 1 Or that school sys
tems across the nation, often at the require
ment of government mandates, are incor
porating environmental education into
traditional subjects such as mathematics,
history, languages, and civics. Children are
learning from teachers who can barely dis
tinguish myth from fact in the environmental
arena.

Myths vs. Facts
Environmental professionals have

learned that sensationalism sells. It boosts
donations to their non-profit organizations
and helps peddle materials to educators.
The focus is typically on the negative: how
human beings or evil corporations are dev
astating the environment.

Take the infamous Exxon Valdez oil spill

of March 1989. Environmental groups, rec
ognizing a heaven-sent fund-raising bless
ing, sprang into action generating state
ments, press conferences, and reports that
portrayed the spill as one of the greatest
ecological disasters of all time. The media
joined the frenzy. The public was informed
that Prince William Sound would take at
least 50 to 100 years to recover, and in the
meantime the salmon and herring fisheries
could go extinct.

Donations to environmental groups,
which for many had been on the decline,
shot up in response to the dire need for
environmental protection. Largely ignored
was the evidence that the oil spill was not in
fact a major ecological disaster. In 1990, the
fish catch topped 40 million, far exceeding
the previous record of 29 million in 1987.2

Internationally recognized oil pollution ex
perts found the coast recovering nicely one
year after the accident.

It seems that the truth loses out if a more
sensational version is plausible. For exam
pie, children are taught that acid rain is
destroying our forests; overpopulation will
exhaust our resources; the ozone layer is
rapidly being destroyed; and global warming
will lead to disastrous climatic change. All of
these, and many other scare scenarios, have
been widely debated or refuted by experts.
Yet, they are taught as facts.

A "Science Gazette" article in a Prentice
Hall textbook describes the consequences
of warming of the earth with photographs of
houses falling into the sea and a 1930s dust
bowl farm. The text notes that warming in
the polar regions could melt the ice and
increase sea level by "as much as seven or
eight meters!" Severe drought would occur
in the western United States and "farms
might have to be abandoned because of lack
of water. " In other places, more rain will
fall, causing an insect explosion. "Valuable
food crops would be gobbled up by millions
of insect pests.,,3

Global warming is portrayed as a sinister
process resulting from greedy human behav
ior. But, in fact, some warming is a natural
phenomenon. Essential for the existence of
life forms on earth, greenhouse gases, such
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as carbon dioxide, raise the average tem
perature to about 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
Scientists disagree on whether increased
carbon dioxide from coal burning and auto
emissions will change the climate. The un
derstanding is so vague that in the mid to late
1970s, scientists predicted that we were
headed for a disaster via global cooling.

Understandably, it is difficult to present a
balanced picture in textbooks. For one
thing, the need for simple writing for chil
dren leads some authors to present issues as
black or white, right or wrong. And the need
to appease many interest groups in order to
gain statewide adoption leads many text
book authors to write from the "politically
correct" perspective. Nonetheless, it's well
worth considering the impact that such
doom and gloom scenarios may have upon
our youth.

Raising Automatons
Environmental policy analyst Jonathan

Adler tells about how classrooms of school
children submitted public comments to the
Food and Drug Administration on the sub
ject of bioengineered produce. He writes:
"Their letters didn't address the scientific or
even, really, the ethical issues: They were
about death! They called the biotech tomato
'Franken Tomato,' and they pleaded,
'Please don't do this, I don't want to die!' "
"The letters were written all at once and
they were similar," continues Adler. "I'd
call that brainwashing. ,,4

To treat technology in this emotional way
violates our most basic expectations for our
children's education. We need to give them
basic tools. They need the scientific knowl
edge to understand environmental issues.
This includes studies of botany, ecology,
hydrology, entomology, and so on. Children
also need to understand the basic scientific
method: that scientific hypotheses must be
verified by observation and experimenta
tion. Of course, some of this information
is technically beyond the understanding of
younger ones, but if they aren't able to
understand the science, they shouldn't be
mobilized to lobby for specific policy options.

Beyond the science, children need to
learn about policy processes and decision
making if they are to be thinking activists.
Children need to learn about trade-oft's.
They need to see why, for example, con
sumers prefer certain types of energy, even
though some people feel they are sinister or
wasteful. They need to understand what we
give up when we pursue one course ofaction
over another. I've talked in terms of trade
oft's to my daughters ever since they could
listen. Even at their young age, they under
stand that if we buy a toy today, we use up
money that can be used to purchase other
things. The toy is not good or bad-it simply
represents one way we can use our re
sources.

Yet that perspective is a far cry from the
litany of rights and wrongs in the environ
ment. As nearly all school children can recite:
Oil is bad, hydroelectric is good. Disposable
diapers are bad, cloth diapers are good.
Automobiles are bad, bikes are good.

National Geographic's Wonders of
Learning Kit suggests this exercise to teach
ers of science or language arts: "Have the
children write or dictate stories about two
imaginary planets, 'Trashoid 4' and 'Recy
clet.' What would the planets look like?
How would they be different? What would
the beings who live on these planets look
like? How would they live?"s

While students may be adept at describing
the evils ofplanet Trashoid, few can tell you
exactly why something is classified as an
environmental good or bad. Children are
drilled to accept, for example, that recycling
is the only correct way to deal with re
sources. They are supposed to coerce their
parents to sort paper, plastic, aluminum,
and glass, and then to haul it all out to the
curbside. But they are never given these
facts: Each additional recycling truck rum
bling through the neighborhood adds vehicle
emissions to the air, consumes oil and gas,
and increases noise pollution. At the recy
cling plants, energy is used to process the
materials, and huge volumes of wastewater
or other waste are typically released. One
ceramic mug must be reused more than
1,000 times to consume less energy per use
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than a polystyrene foam CUp.6 In other
words, sometimes recycling is environmen
tally friendly; sometimes it is not.

Humans Are Evil
In 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do to Save

the Earth, kids are told, "When your par
ents were kids, hardly anyone ever worried
about saving the environment.... They
developed some bad habits. They made as
much garbage as they wanted; they wasted
energy whenever they wanted; they used up
the Earth's treasures, just for fun.,,7

This treatment disparages parents; others
suggest that parents are stupid. In a discus
sion of the ozone issue, children are told,
"We don't think adults would keep on
making these [CFC] gases if they realized
they were harming all life on Earth.,,8

Should the environment be a wedge be
tween parents and children? And should
children be taught that people carrying out
productive activities are evil?

In one preschool exercise, four-year-olds
were given four pictures and asked to
choose the one that does not belong. They
were shown pictures of three different ani
mals in the forest and a picture of a logger.
The logger didn't belong. One father volun
teered to speak about his industry to his
son's fourth-grade class. Upon arrival, he
found that the children were quite hostile
towards hi~ for being a logger.9 His expe
rience illustrates that even the anti-human
movement has trends. Ten years ago, chil
dren were ashamed to say their dads worked
for Hooker Chemical. Now, children feel
compelled to hide the fact that their dads log
trees.

On the Joys of Being a Child
The drive to create Ecokids has some

other very disturbing aspects. For one thing,
it has the potential of simply taking the fun
out of being a kid.

For example, 50 Simple Things takes a
number of things that have traditionally
been a source of joy for children and turns
them into potential nightmares. "Helium

balloons? Big, bouncing, bobbing ...
Oops? When helium balloons are released,
they are often blown by strong winds into
the ocean. Even if the sea is hundreds of
miles away, balloons can still land there.
Sometimes sea creatures think balloons are
food and eat them. Sea turtles, for example,
eat jellyfish-which look and wiggle just
like clear balloons. If a turtle makes a
mistake and eats a balloon, the balloon can
block its stomach. So the turtle can starve to
death. ,,10

Similarly, it tells children, "most crayons
are made from oil. Since oil comes from
prehistoric creatures, you might be coloring
with the last remains of a Tyrannosaurus
Rex!" or "Have you ever made pictures
with markers? Some have chemicals with
names like 'toluene' and 'ethanol' in them.
Creating these chemicals makes pollution
and uses oil."

Even toys don't escape the wrath of
environmental education. "Toys just don't
come from toy stores. They come from
materials taken out of the Earth. So if they
break right away, and you have to buy new
ones to replace them, you're not only cre
ating a lot of extra garbage, you're using up
the treasures of the Earth."

While environmental special interests
may view these stories as their successes,
others see failure. Are we, as William Ben
nett asks in his broader statement on the
declining moral, spiritual, and aesthetic
character and habits of society, guilty of the
chronic crime against children: the crime of
making them prematurely "old" before
their time? "We live in a culture which at
times seems almost dedicated to the corrup
tion ofthe young, to assuring the loss oftheir
innocence before their time. ,,11

Isn't this exactly what we are doing by
burdening children with the fright of envi
ronmental catastrophes caused by humans?
Vice President Al Gore, writing about
ozone, says: "We have to tell our children
that they must redefine their relationship
to the sky, and they must begin to think of
the sky as a threatening part of their envi
ronment. ,,12 It certainly seems as if we are
dedicated to assuring the loss of their inno-
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cence before their time. How else can we
explain comment after comment from the
mouths of our children that express nothing
less than fear of dying and guilt of living?

Consider some of the now-famous quotes
by several eco-heroes:

Melissa Poe, age nine: "Mr. President, if
you ignore this letter we will all die of
pollution and the ozone layer" (from News
week "Just for Kids!?!").

Catherine Mitchell: "Our Earth is getting
hotter every minute and the only way we can
stop it is to stop burning styrofoam. I'm also
too young to die, might I add, so stop
burning the Earth! " (from the FACE news
letter).

Jesse Hornstein, age 10: "No gases! No
air pollution! It's life or death" (from 50
Simple Things).

Adam Adler, age 11: "I think global
warming and the greenhouse effect are very
bad! What do we want the earth to become,
a flaming ball?" (from 50 Simple Things).

Fortunately, some educators are having
second thoughts about what is happening. In
the fall of 1992, Nebraska school teacher
Joann Wilson developed an environmental
exchange program between classrooms. Us
ing KIDFORUM, a discussion group on
Internet's KIDLINK, Wilson and KID
FORUM Coordinator Laura Stefansdottir
oflcelani:! developed "Environment-2093."
Students were asked to write short science
fiction articles, projecting themselves one
hundred years into the future. What would
that environment look like?

Almost half the students created dooms
day scenarios. Seeing the hopelessness and
futility expressed in these tales, Wilson and
Stefansdottir were led to examine their part
in robbing kids of the youthful idealism
we typically associate with "being a kid."
These educators and many they have come
into contact with are now examining ways to
offer positive, creative, and responsible so
lutions to global concerns. How many oth
ers have the courage and foresight to do the
same?

Similarly, an article in Audubon magazine

suggests that children shouldn't be taught
that "the sky is falling. ,,13 Like me, the
author was moved to a new reality by the
words of her daughter. As the six-year-old
child settled down in her old-fashioned ma
ple bed, newly handed down by her aunt,
she said, "I love my new bed, but ... it's
made ofwood. They killed trees to make my
bed. " To the child, the reality is that a living
thing, perhaps one with feeling, was killed
for her creature comfort.

In a nutshell, educators have embraced
environmentalism to its extreme, fully ac
cepting the anti-human, anti-technology,
and anti-economic growth positions. Chil
dren are taught what to think and not how
to think about environmental questions. In
a society where we are no longer free to
teach traditional values in the school sys
terns, it's unsettling to find new values in the
classroom. The widespread teaching of en
vironmental values, based upon politically
correct propaganda, is rampant. Those ofus
who are concerned about individual liberty,
freedom ofchoice, individual responsibility,
and property rights, should pay attention to
environmental education. D
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The Role of Rights

by Roger E. Meiners

T he modern environmental movement
was launched in the early 1960s. Rachel

Carson's 1962 book, Silent Spring, triggered
fears of chemicals. Concern about dirty air
was heightened by a London smog disaster
that same year and several noteworthy pol
lution incidents in the United States. Such
events increased awareness among the pub
lic, elected representatives, and the media
of the potential for damaging our surround
ings. These forces helped lead to the passage
of a host of major federal laws, culminating
in the Clean Air Act of 1970 and the Clean
Water Act of 1972. These and other federal
environmental statutes began to erode tra
ditional private property rights in favor of
central government control of property.

People began to think it normal for the
government to issue permits to allow the
operation of plants and factories. At the
same time, Americans also began to aban
don their traditional rights to stop pollution
nuisances through the courts; this respon
sibility, too, was largely given over to gov
ernment regulators. Within ten years there
was a regime shift in favor offederal control
of environmental matters.

To many people at the time, environmen
tal statutes seemed necessary to correct the
problem that economists call "externali
ties," or costs imposed on others in society,
such as using the air and water as free goods.
It was not until the late 1980s, when gov
ernment regulations on wetlands and endan-

Dr. Meiners is Professor ofLaw and Economics
at the University of Texas at Arlington.

gered species began to prevent people from
using their property in what seemed to them
clearly harmless ways, that the real conse
quence of federal environmental regulation
became obvious.

The result now is substantial restriction
on the use of private property. To preserve
species such as the red-cockaded wood
pecker, for example, many owners of small
woodlots cannot log their land. Others can
not plow their land because plowing may
endanger the Stephens kangaroo rat. Some
are prevented from building homes on their
land because it is suddenly declared a wet
land, even though it may be dry most of the
year. Thus, major attributes ofprivate prop
erty have been taken from private property
owners and placed under federal regulation.

In response, hundreds of grassroots
groups have arisen spontaneously around
the country to form the property rights
movement, as property owners have come
to confront, often for the first time, the
effects of direct restrictions on the use of
their property. Politicians, sensing the
strength of this movement, are proposing
that the government compensate property
owners for takings that substantially reduce
the value of property. Fearing such amend
ments, supporters of environmental laws
that restrict property rights kept numerous
environmental laws off the legislative
agenda of the 103rd Congress. In their view,
it was better to have no new law than one
that reduced the impact of laws already on
the books. This was a major reason why
Congress failed to reauthorize such envi-
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ronmental laws as SupeIfund, the Clean
Water Act, and the Endangered Species Act.

The Common Law Tradition
Forgotten in the move to central environ

mental control was the fact that the enforce
ment of rights, including property rights, by
citizens and communities in the past pro
vided environmental protection without fed
eral interference. Environmental protection
occurred through the application of various
parts of the common law to violations of
personal rights.

Common law (also called private law)
refers to the body of rules that guide judges'
decisions in disputes. In particular, the com
mon law regarding nuisance, trespass, and
riparian water rights gave citizens and com
munities a sound basis to sue polluters who
imposed damage on persons or property.
While common law dealt with disputes be
tween individuals and did not deal directly
with pollution that affected everyone
equally, such as automobile pollution in Los
Angeles, the record of common law cases
indicates that individuals and communities
protected their rights to healthy air, clean
water, and unpolluted land. The environ
mental horror stories of the past few de
cades ignore the fact that air quality im
proved more during the 1960s, before the
Clean Air Act of 1970, than it did in the
1970s. 1

The common law has never been perfect.
However, it plays a key role in promoting
responsible behavior and allows citizens to
decide for themselves if they want to en
force their rights. The common law of torts,
contracts, and property provides the key
legal framework for the free market system.
Individuals decide what actions they will
take. Other persons injured by their actions
have recourse to private litigation when
their protected rights have been violated.

Yes, every day there are cases that make
little sense. But occasional mistakes by
thousands ofindependentjudges are subject
to review by courts of appeal, and legal
rules, if mistaken, can be countered in other
jurisdictions. As a result, decisions are
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much more likely to be correct, and less
devastating in impact when wrong, than are
decisions by congressional mandates and
regulatory standards. The common law, like
markets, evolves to take advantage of new
knowledge, technology, and the desires of
consumers.

In a way similar to the effects of strict
liability imposed on producers of defective
products, the common law used to (and
occasionally still does) impose tough stan
dards against polluters who inflicted harm
on others.2 In contrast, environmental laws
and regulations tend to establish technolog
ical standards, often at the behest of special
interests. They are implemented by officials
who want central control, and are almost
inevitably outmoded by changing technol
ogy.

We do not know what the common law
rules regarding pollution would be today if
common law protections had not been cut
short by statutory intervention. But as oc
curred before regulatory controls, we could
expect to see a relatively stable set of rules
that adjust to take into account new scien
tific evidence about the effects of pollution.
In contrast, the legislative process is never
clear, since it involves constant pleading
before Congress and regulators to modify
the rules again and again, often with no
rational relationship to the risk ofharm from
pollution.

Erosion of Rights
The erosion of our traditional rights, in

cluding the right to use our property as we
wish, as long as we don't harm others, is a
fundamental loss . It is a modern myth that
our rights were created by the Constitution
(the "supreme law of the land"); the writers
of the Constitution presumed inalienable
rights held by virtue of being free persons.
As a great British legal scholar, A.V. Dicey,
said over a century ago, "Personal freedom
does not really depend upon or originate in
any general proposition contained in any
written document. ,,3

Much of American law is English in ori
gin. When the nation was founded, much
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English law, especially the common law and
the rights and duties it provides for all
citizens, was incorporated into the new legal
regime that includes the federal Constitu
tion. The Constitution created the basic
framework of government, expressly lim
ited the powers of government, and pro
vided express safeguards against invasions
of certain rights. But the Constitution did
not grant us all rights we have as citizens.

We are presumed to have a host of rights,
often called natural law. Some natural law
is expressed through the common law; but
the elements of natural law were presumed
to be understood by the judiciary. Thus a
modern constitutional scholar, Bernard
Siegan, points out that the framers of the
Constitution' 'believed that liberty and per
sonal security are the ultimate purposes of
society; they favored limited government
and dispersal of power, feared the tyranny
of political majorities. . . . They subscribed
to the belief that individuals have fundamen
tal and inalienable rights with which gov
ernment may not interfere."4

The United States is one of the few
governments created by a free people who
understood that they possess inalienable
rights. This is unlike most governments in
history, which grant some rights to their
citizens; typically the state is presumed to
be the source of all law.

This point has been lost in political and
judicial talk about citizens having "rights"
to assorted public benefits, such as a "right"
to subsidized medical care or a "right" to
Social Security. The use of the word right
in such contexts has confused public under
standing of what rights are. No doubt the

legislature has the power to collect taxes to
spend on things such as medical care and
Social Security, but to presume that the
"right" to receive benefits granted by the
legislature is similar to the inalienable rights
understood by the framers of the Constitu
tion is a perversion of the basis of liberty.
The rights that make us a free people are
natural rights,. they are not granted by a
legislature created by a free people.

That is why the modern debate over the
preservation of property rights is a key
issue. Iftraditional property rights are lost in
favor of legislated control of property, a
major cornerstone of all liberty has been
lost. We come closer to being like most
peoples in the world-granted certain fa
vors (called "rights") at the pleasure of the
legislature, but having few rights that may
not be invaded by the legislature and the
agencies it creates to execute its wishes. The
property rights grassroots movement re
flects a common-sense understanding that
the natural rights we have by virtue of living
in the United States are being seriously
eroded in favor of state control and that it is
time to resist that erosion. D
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The War on Radon:
Few Join Up

by Kent Jeffreys

Radon is a colorless, odorless gas that
is present in varying quantities across

almost all land environments. It is a natural
by-product of the radioactive breakdown of
uranium in the earth's crust. As radon seeps
through cracks and fissures it can accumu
late in groundwater and even in the lower
levels of man-made structures. Its potential
presence in people's homes has brought
radon to the attention of the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA).

The EPA has decided that radon is the
number one environmental health risk in
America: worse than pesticides and worse
than hazardous waste. The EPA bases its
conclusion on its estimates of possible
deaths, about 14,000 per year, that may be
caused by radon.

Judging from the panic caused by envi
ronmental scares such as Alar on apples
and chemicals from hazardous waste sites,
one might expect the nation's "number
one risk" to incite near hysteria. Yet radon
has failed to instill widespread fear in the
public mind. In fact, radon appears to be
fading as a general concern, at least outside
environmental bureaucracies. If radon is
truly our biggest threat, why haven't people
panicked?

Mr. Jeffreys is a Senior Fellow in the Washing
ton, D.C., office ofthe National Centerfor Policy
Analysis (NCPA), a public policy research insti
tute based in Dallas.

Radon has several attributes that would
appear to make it ideal for arousing fear.

1. Radon can cause lung cancer. For
decades, environmentalists have success
fully used fear of cancer to drive the policy
debate. At extremely high levels, radon has
been associated with an increased risk of
lung cancer among uranium miners. Thus,
radon resembles other high-dose potential
carcinogens.

2. Radon is radioactive. Since the drop
ping of the first atomic bomb, radioactivity
has been the stuff of science fiction, little
understood but greatly feared.

3. Radon is ubiquitous. Since radon is
found everywhere, it can accumulate in
almost any home, potentially justifying a
massive regulatory response.

Despite these characteristics, radon fails
to rank high on the public's list offears. This
lack ofconcern seems to derive from several
factors.

1. Radon is natural. Radon is not a
by-product of industrial or consumer activ
ities. Because there is no one to "blame,"
it has been difficult to inflame the passions of
the public. Even outdoor air has some
amount of radon in it.

2. There is no subsidy for responding to
radon risks. In almost every case, the prop
erty owner must pay to reduce radon risks.
There are no subsidies that allow people to
give full rein to fears without bearing the
consequences. Although millions of homes
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and buildings have been tested and even
"remediated" for radon, these actions were
largely stimulated by a desire to protect
property values rather than human life. In
fact, many jurisdictions have mandated ra
don testing and/or remediation as a precon
dition of home sales. Remediation can cost
from several hundred to several thousand
dollars for the average home.

3. Radon "victims" are smokers. Almost
all of the EPA's estimated "radon-induced"
lung cancers are assumed to occur in current
or former smokers. Despite the well-docu
mented relationship of smoking to lung can
cer, the EPA puts the blame on radon.

Why the EPA Goes
After Radon

As with so many environmental risks, at
extremely high exposure levels radon can
be harmful. Much of the scientific basis for
this statement comes from studies of ura
nium miners. Since the average home does
not closely resemble a mine shaft, caution is
appropriate in extrapolating from high to
low doses. But the EPA assumes the risk
continues down to the level of a single
atom-the ultimate in low dosage. In other
words, the EPA says that there is no per
fectly safe radon exposure level.

Of course, there is no peIfectly safe way
to chew food or drive a car. Life is filled with
risks, and individuals must establish some
sort of response priorities or become para
lyzed by even tiny risks.

It is difficult to identify which factors have
most influenced the public's non-respon
siveness. The fact that radon is natural is a
partial explanation, since many "natural"
risks are downplayed. For example, there is
little or no concern over the natural pesti
cides in our food supply, which are present
(in up to 10,000 times the quantity of man
made pesticides) in the average diet.

However, the visibility of the cost of
response is also important. Lightning is

natural, for example, but everyone fears it.
Since the cost of avoidance is quite small,
most people respond by staying inside dur
ing thunderstorms. Costs may affect how
people respond to synthetic pesticide resi
dues as well. People express more fear
about these pesticides than they do about
natural pesticides. By and large, however,
they aren't willing to avoid them by buying
organic foods, which are more expensive
and sometimes of lower aesthetic quality.

Other direct comparisons between public
acceptance of or opposition to regulations
can be made. For example, many people
want to see local hazardous waste sites
cleaned up; the cost is borne by others. In
contrast, asbestos removal from schools
imposes high direct costs on communities,
and it is resisted. In these cases, the relative
risks seem less important than who bears the
cost.

The EPA's war on radon has not abated;
it has only been ignored. Nevertheless, the
EPA keeps trying. It has issued warnings for
drinking water, schools and other public
buildings, and private homes. It established
a "Radon Partners" program through which
it distributes grants to groups that promote
radon "awareness." The EPA continues to
promote short-term radon testing proce
dures, despite the fact that they are not very
accurate or reliable.

For many potential environmental risks,
the EPA behaves like a supporter of UFO
theories. It's as if the EPA claimed that
since there is no conclusive proofthat UFOs
do not exist, we should assume that they do!
Yet in science, it can never be conclusively
demonstrated that anything is impossible
even the laws of gravity could be subject to
some unknown time limit and expire tomor
row. It is unscientific to present data that
only support your position without ade
quately accounting for data that contradict
your findings. Sadly, like UFO sightings,
EPA cancer scares are likely to continue no
matter how many times the conclusions are
called into question or refuted. D



A Matter of Principle

Cultural Pollution

T he welfare state's destructive impacts
on our economic well-being have been

well chronicled by free market economists.
But the inverted incentives of socialism also
play havoc with the moral character of a
society. All of the virtues associated with
living a productive life are punished; all the
vices associated with an irresponsible exis
tence, rewarded.

The result is cultural pollution.
Market economists have long argued that

environmental pollution is caused not by
capitalism, but by the absence of property
rights and market mechanisms. Similarly,
cultural pollution is not caused by capital
ism; to a large extent, it is caused by the
breakdown of capitalism and the absence of
markets. The discipline that comes from
market relationships preserves such pre
cious cultural resources as personal charac
ter, benevolence, and basic civility. But the
welfare state has destroyed that discipline.

Those under age 30 probably can't re
member a time when radio and TV stations
refused to air gutter-minded "shock
jocks' '-or sewer-mouthed cartoon charac
ters-or nihilistic music videos-or freak
shows masquerading as "talk programs,"
where guests compete in revolting displays
of decadence and self-abasement.

There actually was a time in this nation's
not-so-distant past when most kids wouldn't
use foul language around the opposite sex

Mr. Bidinotto, a StajfWriterfor Reader's Digest,
is a long-time contributor to The Freeman and
lecturer at FEE seminars.

Criminal Justice? The Legal System Versus
Individual Responsibility, edited by Mr. Bidi
notto and published by FEE, is available at
$29.95 in cloth and $19.95 in paperback.

by Robert James Bidinotto

(not to mention at adults), and when those
few who did would get their faces slapped.
A time when no one would have dared ask
the President of the United States what kind
of underwear he wore . . . and when no
President would have dignified such a ques
tion with an answer.

It was a time when students referred to
teachers by their surnames, teachers re
fused to pass kids who hadn't met minimum
standards of achievement, high school grad
uates could read job applications, and
schools issued students more books than
condoms. A time when unmarried girls ac
tually felt ashamed to get pregnant-even
once-and when unemployed young men
actually felt ashamed to apply for welfare.
When derelicts didn't use the sidewalks, nor
celebrities the airwaves, as public latrines.

During the past four decades, standards of
personal taste, language, behavior, dress,
and manners have plunged to loathsome
levels. Today, we are awash in a cultural
tsunami of vulgarity and incivility. From the
street corner to the school classroom, from
the movies to MTV, belligerent faces stare
back at us in defiant challenge to all that is
decent and good, virtuous and valuable
even simply coherent and intelligible.

What is most odious is the fact that the
expressions of decadence are so incongru
ously militant. We behold, daily and in
countless forms, bizarre spectacles of self
righteous relativism and crusading nihilism.
We are simultaneously revolted and incred
ulous and bewildered, wondering from what
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buried cesspool of our national life such
pollution has oozed forth.

It would be simplistic to lay blame for this
cultural collapse solely at the feet ofpolitics
or economics. Ideas rule the world, for
better or worse; the militancy of today's
nihilists is largely the product of many
decades of intellectual corruption. The con
certed, ceaseless assault by generations of
academics upon the standards, heroes, val
ues, and philosophical premises of Western
civilization have undermined our culture's
foundations and battered its institutions.
The barbarians we see around us have been
unleashed and empowered by modern intel
lectuals who-like carriers of some deadly
spiritual virus-have sapped our society of
its once-vital defenses and immunities.

But to have a broad social impact, ideas
good or bad must be transported from the
ivory tower into every corner of society.
They must be embodied in cultural institu
tions and transmitted by political programs.
So while intellectuals may have opened the
faucets, the main pipeline for carrying cul
tural pollution throughout society has been
the welfare state.

The corrupting influences of the welfare
state go far beyond the obvious. It isn't just
that the National Endowment for the Arts
occasionally subsidizes obscenity, or that
billions of dollars in food stamps and Sup
plemental Security Income (SSI) checks are
being cashed in and traded on the streets for
drugs and alcohol. It isn't just that AFDC
encourages unwed young women to have
children, then remain unwed. It isn't just
that unearned benefits encourage some peo
ple to remain shiftless and lazy.

More broadly, the welfare state also buff
ers people from any need to behave like
civilized human beings.

One of the seldom-recognized benefits
of the market system is its great civilizing
influence. Socialists often denounce capital
ism for promoting "competition, not co
operation." But in fact, the competitive
demands of the marketplace reward coop
eration and punish anti-social conduct.

To survive and thrive under laissez-faire
capitalism, the individual must learn to pro-

duce goods and services valuable to his
fellow man. Failing to do so dooms him to a
miserable and marginal existence.

But becoming productive entails much
more than simply learning a skill or creating
a product. Whether employee, employer, or
self-employed, each individual in a free
market must also learn. to market himself,
his service, or his product. This, in turn,
compels him to present himself and his
wares in the best light possible, attracting
rather than repelling others. Those who
learn to cooperate with others will be re
warded by their fellows and flourish; those
who don't will remain unmarketable and go
wanting.

The welfare state short-circuits this learn
ing and maturation process by buffering
people from any need to behave themselves.
In the marketplace a foul-mouthed boor
will be fired from his job. In the welfare
state, nothing he says to anyone will stop
his government checks from coming. In
the marketplace, an ignorant, illiterate, in
coherent young woman has few prospects
of getting a job. In the welfare state, she
can remain just as she is-and the checks
will keep on coming. In the marketplace,
hanging out as a street-corner tough all day
is a short route to homelessness and star
vation. In the welfare state, though, such a
lout can go home to a public housing project,
his rent and food paid for by the same
pedestrians he has spent the day menacing
and insulting-and then, perhaps, spend his
wee hours in a federally-funded midnight
basketball league.

By buffering such offensive behavior from
the normal punishments that the market
place would surely administer, the welfare
state has allowed and encouraged the pro
liferation of a nihilistic subculture. This
subculture, in turn, has become its own
growing market, with an insatiable demand
for the lurid and depraved, fed by unscru
pulous panderers in the media, entertain
ment, and corporate America.

A first step in restoring the quality of our
social environment, then, would be to plug
the poisonous pipeline of the welfare
state. D
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Making the Polluter Pay

by Jonathan H. Adler

The experience of the past few decades
indicates that "pollution control" is

often a pretext by .which the federal gov
ernment regulates the minutiae of each and
every industrial process and economic
transaction. Much of this so-called pollution
control is done in the name of the "polluter
pays" principle. This principle, which is
intuitively sensible, was trumpeted by early
environmentalists as a means to discourage
environmental harms. 1

The' 'polluter pays" rhetoric is still often
used, and most Americans probably think
that current environmental policies make
polluters pay. In truth, however, this ap
proach is seldom embodied in American
environmental laws.

Rarely are particular polluters forced to
pay for actual damage caused. For example,
when Congress enacted Superfund, the fed
eral program to clean up hazardous waste,
"polluter pays" was used to justify generic
taxes on producers of materials (chemicals
and oil) that ended up in waste dumps. Even
if companies had acted responsibly-even
if none of their materials or products ended
up .at waste sites-and they had caused
no damage, they had to pay the tax if they
happened to produce certain materials. Su
perfund is a policy under which polluters
and nonpolluters alike are forced to pay
exorbitant sums.

The polluter pays principle is valid, but
it needs to be better understood and, ulti
mately, to be reinstated under institutional

Mr. Adler is Associate Director ofEnvironmental
Studies at the Competitive Enterprise Institute in
Washington, D.C.

arrangements that make it effective and fair.
To begin with, one must recognize that
emissions per se are not pollution. Pollution
is the imposition of a harmful waste product
or emission onto the person or property of
another without that person's consent; it is
a "trespass" under the principles of com
mon law. If the trespass is so minor that it
creates no impact or inconvenience for the
property owner, it will normally be toler
ated. Otherwise, it will likely result in legal
action of some kind.

The generation of a waste, in and of itself,
does not necessarily harm other people or
their property. Not every emission, waste,
discharge, or industrial by-product is pollu
tion. Thus there is no reason for government
policy to discourage waste per se . Yet
environmental regulators are eager to adopt
"pollution prevention," "waste reduc
tion," and "toxics-use reduction" schemes.
Such programs completely miss the point.
They tend to move away from any true
concern for limiting pollution, and from
holding polluters accountable for the dam
ages that they cause.

Current environmental policy rarely fo
cuses on harm. Indeed, sometimes it doesn't
even focus on pollution at all! Much of the
time the emphasis is on compliance with
byzantine rules and requirements. Fines are
levied not when the property of another is
contaminated, but when a permit is improp
erly filed, or a waste-transport manifest is
not completed in line with the demands
of regulatory officials. The Environmental
Protection Agency itself has observed that
under current law "a regulated hazardous
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waste handler must do hundreds of things
correctly to fully comply with the regula
tions, yet doing only one thing wrong makes
the handler a violator."2 Environmental
rules are now so complex that only 30
percent of corporate counsels believe that
full compliance with environmental laws is
actually possible, according to a survey
conducted by the National Law Journal. 3

The Exxon Valdez Case
Even when harm occurs as a result of

pollution, the "polluter pays" principle is
routinely violated. Consider the case of the
Exxon Valdez. In 1989, an oil tanker ran
aground because its captain was drunk, and
over 300,000 barrels of crude poured into
the water of Prince William Sound, causing
significant, though not permanent, environ
mental disruption. Few people are aware
that the crime for which Exxon was pun
ished was killing migratory birds without a
permit. Extensive shorelines were covered
in oil, and the government prosecuted
Exxon for not having permission to go
hunting!

Exxon was subject to civil suits from
those, such as local fishermen, who claimed
damage from the spill. However, much of
the money that Exxon was forced to pay did
not go to alleged victims of the spill. Exxon
paid $125 million in fines to the federal
government and the state of Alaska. In
addition, Exxon was forced to pay $900
million into a fund to be doled out by
government officials for environmental
projects, habitat protection, and scientific
research, among other things.4 In May 1994,
$38.7 million of this money was used to
create a new state park.s

Exxon was under tremendous political
pressure to restore the "public" shoreline
so it engaged in a costly, and extensive,
cleanup operation. Much of the cleanup was
unnecessary-nature has its own methods
of cleaning up spills of natural substances
like oil-and in some cases the extensive
beach cleaning actually caused harm. So,
not only was Exxon prosecuted on generic
offenses against "public" goods rather than

for specific harms to specific parties, but
the politicization of the spill resulted in a
thoughtless policy response. Had a similar
spill occurred in a more private setting-if,
for example, a tanker truck had overturned,
spilling onto private properties-the owners
of the affected properties would have had
clear, direct recourse. Additionally, they
would have had a tangible incentive to
ensure that any cleanup or remediation was
a proper way to address the problem at
hand.

There was no means for affected citizens
to hold Exxon directly responsible for much
of the actual damage caused to the Alaskan
shoreline. The Alaskan coast had no private
owners, stewards, or protectors who could
seek redress or ensure that cleanup dollars
were well spent, as they could if that oil had
spilled into someone's backyard. The only
direct payments made by Exxon to those
actually harmed were to .fishermen and
Alaska natives who claimed damages from a
temporary decline in the salmon and seal
harvest. 6

If we truly want polluters to pay, there
need to be private property owners that can
defend .threatened or harmed resources.
Ownership of ecological resources can
serve as a deterrent against. causing harm
against others, in the same manner that
private property provides such incentives
in other areas. Private ownership also pro
vides tangible incentives for better steward
ship.7

Polluters such as Exxon should be held
responsible, not for violating a bureaucratic
proscription about the hunting of birds or
for having harmed some' 'public" resource,
but because they harmed someone else's
person or property, and they have no right
to do that. Moreover, any restitution should
be paid to those harmed, not simply to a
government agency that proclaims it will
spend the money in the public interest.

Making Polluters Pay
A fishing club in England, the Pride of

Derby Angling Club, demonstrates how
property rights can prevent stream pollu-
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MINIMUM WAGES

Few economic laws, if any, are more
malicious and malignant than mini
mum wage laws. They prohibit

workers from accepting employment
unless they are paid at least the mini
mum. They order employers to use only
workers who qualify for the minimum
and reject all others. The laws erect a
hurdle over which all American workers
are forced to jump.

The employment hurdle actually is
higher than the stated minimum, be it
$4.25 or $5.15 an hour. It is higher by the
costs of mandated fringe benefits which
employers are forced to pay. There are
Social Security contributions, unemploy
ment and workmen's compensation, and
paid holidays. The $4.25 minimum
wage is at least a $6 an hour minimum
cost. In some industries with high work
men's compensation levies, such as
heavy industries and construction, the
minimum cost may be $7 per hour or
more. If local governments levy payroll
taxes, they raise the hurdle by the same
amount. Similarly, the costs of health
insurance which many employers carry
raise the height of the hurdle.

The only relevant minimum is the
total minimum, that is, all the costs an
employer must bear to secure the ser
vices of a worker. If the costs exceed his
or her productive contribution, they
inflict losses. It does not matter whether
the losses result from a higher minimum
mandate or a boost in Social Security
taxes or workmen's compensation. A

worker who inflicts losses on his
employer is likely to be disemployed.

In the United States, minimum wage
legislation does grievous harm to mil
lions of unskilled laborers, especially
among the racial and ethnic minorities
- blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos,
Mexicans, and American Indians. About
one-third of these workers are teenagers,
almost one-half are twenty-five to
sixty-five years old, and some 17 percent
are seniors, sixty-five years old or older.
Two-thirds of this unskilled labor are
female. Although they comprise only
ten percent of American labor, the harm
done to them and society is greater by
far than their numbers seem to indicate.

It is an unfortunate fact that many
minority youths possess lower levels of
education, training, and experience
than white youths and, therefore, are
less competitive in the labor market.
Without the strictures of labor law, they
would not be able to earn as high a
wage as their more productive
co-workers but would find ready
employment at lower rates. If the mini
mum wage is set above their productive
ability, they are likely to be dismissed or
not hired at all. This explains why the
unemployment rate of black youth in
recent years has ranged between 40 per
cent and 50 percent, which is double the
rate of white teenagers. If we add those
individuals who in frustration and des
peration have given up their search for
employment, the unemployment rate



among black youth, in our estimate,
exceeds 60 percent.

No matter how tragic the economic
effects may be on certain groups of vic
tims/ we must not overlook the psycho
logical harm done and the moral wrong
inflicted on them. Condemned to idle
ness and uselessness in a highly produc
tive society, and barred from making
their own contributions, many, in des
peration/ turn to vice and crime. The
inordinate national crime rate attests to
much despair in the centers of unem
ployment and public assistance.
Moreover, let us not forget the produc
tive members of American society who
not only must forgo the valuable services
which the unemployed could render, but
also are forced to support them. In
return, they are compelled to live in con
stant fear of crimes against their persons
and property.

Every well-known economist has
voiced his concern about minimum wage
legislation, and yet, it survives sober rea
soning and cogent arguments, living on
in the sphere of politics. Few politicians
actually believe that minimum wage leg
islation is truly in the workers' interest,
that it increases their purchasing power
and reduces poverty; and yet, many sup
port it for political reasons. It is clever
politics, yet so cruel and insincere, to
promise higher wages by law, but,
unable to deliver on the promise, instead
raise the height of the hurdle to employ
ment. Itis politics at its worst.

The politicians are urged on by labor
unions and their members who benefit
significantly from legal boosts in mini
mum wages. Boosts obviously hurt
industries using unskilled labor in com
petition with union labor. They may
force marginal enterprises to curtail pro
duction or even shut down, which
would benefit union shops. To benefit
their members at the expense of non
members is a primary function of all

unions. They call this "self-interest"; it
is injury and malice to their victims.

Most of the support for minimum
wage legislation comes from people who
are fully aware of its unemployment
effects. Many Americans in the industri
al states of the North and Northeast use
the law knowingly as a barrier to the
industrial migration from the states to
the South. Since World War 11/ many
companies have left the North to take
advantage of lower labor costs and other
advantages in the South. To impede this
industrial migration and to stifle
Southern competition, the Northern
politicians usually clamor for higher
minimum wages.

Other advocates who are aware of the
harm done to unskilled workers are con
vinced that the beneficial effects/as they
see them, tend to outweigh the evil
effects. Their blind faith in political
action leads them to believe that evil
consequences can be alleviated by new
governmental efforts, such as neighbor
hood youth corps, job corps, public
works programs, retraining programs,
more aid to education, etc. To them,
minimum wage legislation is a conve
nient path to ever bigger government
and bureaucratic control.

If minimum wage legislation could
actually lift wage rates and standards of
living, the poverty of the world could be
eradicated forthwith. The governments
of Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Tanzania
would merely have to walk in the foot
steps of the U.S. government and lift
wage rates by mandate. Unfortunately,
what is foolish and absurd in Dhaka,
Colombo, and Dar-es-Salaam is the
same in Washington, D.C.

-~

Hans F. Sennholz
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LEVIATHAN AT WAR
Edited by Edmund A. Opitz

"Peace on earth and good will to men" is one of humanity's older and more
enduring aspirations. It accords with the sentiments of the great religious tra
ditions, and it is in harmony with a substantial bundle of the drives which
move the individual person. History, however, is not composed of aspirations
alone, else it would be quite different from what it has, in fact, been. History, as
it has actually been lived and recorded, provides ample justification for the
pessimist who concludes that peace is only that short interval between battles
when nations are recovering from the last war and preparing for the next.
Things might not be this bad, in reality, but they are bad enough to draw forth
our best and most earnest efforts to understand the causes of war, in the hope
of finding, if not a cure, then at least an alleviation for militaristic ills.

The twenty-two chapters in this book examine the causes and economics of
war, the conscription idea, war and individualism in American histor~

. the importance of free trade, and the prospects for peace. Contributors
include among others, Ayn Rand, Ludwig von Mises, Hans F. Sennholz,
Leonard E. Read, Wesley Allen Riddle, and Edmund A. Opitz. Leviathan At War
also includes classic essays by Daniel Webster and H. B. Liddell Hart-and
Mark Twain's powerful/lWar Prayer."

186 pages + index $14.95 paperback

Spring Round Tables

Reserve these days for our spring 1995 series of Round Table events!
We've set up an exciting lineup of speakers for your enlightenment that
includes Joe Sobran, George Reisman and Dr. Mark Skousen. Don't miss

these stimulating evenings, which begin at 5:00 with a reception and dinner,
and then go on to a lively discussion session. Charge: $40 per person per
event; certain discounts are available.

April 1 with Joe Sobran
May 6 with George Reisman
June 3 with Mark Skousen

Coming Seminars at FEE
Undergraduate seminar April 6-8

Austrian Seminar (by invitation) July 9-14

First Summer Seminar July 23-28

Second Summer Seminar August 13-18

Call or write: Dr. Barbara Dodsworth, 30 South Broadway,
Irvington-on-Hudson, NY 10533; (914) 591-7230.



1995 Summer Seminars
At FEE

Por the 33rd consecutive summer, FEE
will conduct its noted seminars in
the freedom philosophy and the eco

nomics of a free society. Here, in the com
pany of like-minded individuals, with
experienced discussion leaders, and in a
setting ideal for the calm exchange of
ideas, is an opportunity for those wh.o

believe that the proper approach to economic problems is through
the study of individual human action. These seminars continue to
attract individuals from all walks of life who seek a better under
standing of the principles of a free society and are interested in
exploring ways of presenting the case more convincingly.

Each seminar will consist of 40 hours of classroom lectures and
discussions in economics and government. In addition to the regu
lar FEE staff, there will be a number of distinguished visiting lec
turers.

The FEE charge for a seminar-tuition, supplies, room and
board-is $400. A limited number of fellowships are available. We
especially encourage the application of high school and college
teachers or administrators, but all are invited.

Individuals, companies, and foundations interested in furthering
this educational enterprise are invited to sponsor students and
assist with the financing of the fellowship program.

The formal announcement giving details of the seminars will be
sent immediately on request.

First session: July 23-28, 1995
Second session: August 13-18, 1995

Write: Seminars, The Foundation for Economic Education, 30 South
Broadway, Irvington-on-Hudson, NY 10533; or Fax: (914) 591-8910.



tion. In England, clubs own the right to fish
along some rivers and they protect their
"beats" from pollution. In 1948, several
fishing club members joined to form the
Anglers' Co-operative Association (ACA).
The association won a major case soon
thereafter, known as the Pride of Derby
case. Upstream polluters were required to
stop polluting, and pay damages and legal
costs, since their pollution threatened the
fishery. The ACA has helped fishing clubs
pursue injunctions against upstream pollu
tion ever since. To date, the ACA has been
involved in over 1,500 cases, including sev
eral against municipal water authorities.8

This ability of private parties to restrain
upstream polluters is rarely available in
the United States. Historically, some com
munities and individuals did obtain tradi
tional common law remedies for water pol
lution. However, many such actions have
since been preempted by the federal Clean
Water Act.9 Under the Clean Water Act,
politically preferred polluters are treated
more favorably than others. Municipal pol
luters face cleanup goals that are often less
stringent than those of industrial polluters,
and their cleanup schedules are far more
lenient. Yet, to the rivers and fish, pollution
is pollution.

This problem of unequal treatment is
compounded by the prevalence of citizen
suit provisions in the Clean Water Act and
other environmental laws. Although it may
sound good to allow any citizen or citizen
group to force the government to enforce
pollution laws (and to allow the citizen or
group to recoup legal costs), what it means
is that special interest groups can effectively
determine the enforcement priorities ofgov
ernment agencies. Many of the environmen
tal organizations that engage in citizen suits
have an anti-business bias. As a result,
private industry is subject to more legal
actions than either agricultural activities or
governmental facilities, even though both
of the latter are greater sources of water
pollution. Indeed, between 1984 and 1988,
environmentalist citizen suits against pri
vate industry were more than six times as
common than suits against governmental
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facilities. 10 "There are no environmental
reasons why environmental groups would
display such a pronounced preference for
proceeding against corporate polluters,"
notes Michael Greve of the Center for In
dividual Rights. 11

Many environmental groups have found
that citizen suits can be a lucrative source of
revenue. 12 There is something profoundly
unjust about limiting the legal recourse of
persons harmed by polluting activities, as
the politicization of pollution control has
done, while at the same time encouraging
the use ofcitizen suits by organizations with
no stake in the resources they claim to be
protecting.

Another example of failure to make pol
luters pay is the case of air pollution. It is
well established that a small fraction of
automobiles are responsible for the vast
preponderance of auto-related emissions.
Indeed, over half of all auto emissions are
generated by only ten percent of the cars
on the road. 13 This means that for every
ten cars, the dirtiest one pollutes as much
as the other nine. But federal officials insist
upon imposing significant costs on the
owners of all cars through "clean fuel"
requirements, periodic emissions inspec
tions, and the like, in order to meet federal
air quality standards. If emission reductions
are necessary in some regions to protect
human health (an arguable proposition),
targeting the dirtiest portion of the automo
bile fleet would reduce pollution more effi
ciently and more equitably. Indeed, if air
sheds were managed privately, one would
expect this sort of approach to emissions
reductions.

The broad approaches (which I call' 'drift
net" approaches) achieve pollution reduc
tions more through their scope than their
efficiency and tend to produce environmen
tal improvements at the expense of innocent
individuals who have not contributed to
environmental harm. Environmental pro
tection and simple justice are better served
when pollution reduction efforts focus on
the true sources ofpollution, and ensure that
it is the polluters that pay for the damages
caused.
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Do Pollution Taxes Work?

There is one other approach that appears
to embody the "polluter pays" principle:
the imposition of emission taxes. This idea
is generally associated with the economist
A.C. Pigou, who argued that pollution taxes
would force offending industries to "inter
nalize" the costs they were imposing on
others.

But there are several problems with this
approach. First, such taxes would be used
to enrich government coffers, not to com
pensate those who were harmed by the
pollution. It is one thing for the state to
decide disputes and ensure that polluters
make restitution to those whom they have
harmed. It is another thing for the state to
identify polluting activities and use pollution
taxes as a source of general revenue. The
former is in accord with common law prin
ciples of justice; the latter encourages the
continued growth of the regulatory state.

The second problem is that the state is in
no position to assess the actual costs im
posed by pollution. Pollution taxes enacted
through the political process are likely to
reflect political priorities rather than envi
ronmental ones. The federal gasoline tax,
for example, is often defended as a "polluter
pays" approach because oil exploration,
refining, and use all have environmental
impacts. However, a tax on gasoline is a
poor proxy for taxing environmental im
pacts-the same gallon of gasoline will pro
duce different levels ofemissions in different
vehicles. And special-interest pleading en
sures that certain types of fuels and fuel
additives receive special exemptions from
the tax.

In fact, pollution tax schemes almost
inevitably rely upon some proxy for pollu
tion that can be taxed. It is far easier to levy
a tax on an easily measurable factor, such as
use of a resource or aggregate emissions,
than it is to try and measure the impact on
people-yet it is the impact on people and
the environments that they are concerned
about that should matter. Using tax mech-

anisms in place of common law principles,
no matter how well intentioned the policy, is
a "polluter pays" approach that is destined
to fail.

In sum, making the polluter pay should
not entail trying to eliminate the generation
ofwastes and other by-products ofa modern
industrial society. Nor does it mean regu
lating every emission, every industrial pro
cess, indeed every aspect of economic life.
It means focusing environmental protection
efforts on the greatest sources of harm and
ensuring that polluters pay for the costs of
the harms they inflict upon others. This goal
can be best accomplished through a decen
tralization of environmental policy and a
greater reliance upon common law reme
dies. Central government dictates are not up
to the task. D
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Why Governments
Can't Handle Risk

by Randy T. Simmons

Public opinion surveys indicate that
mainstream America is worried about

environmental risks. 1 In 1990, for the first
time since pollsters began asking the ques
tions, a plurality (46 percent) of American
voters believed that the quality of life where
they live was worse than it was five years
previous, and the number who were pessi
mistic about the future of the environment
(46 percent) exceeded the number who were
optimistic (32 percent).

These surveys, reported in The Polling
Report, also indicate that Americans expect
government to resolve these anxieties. In
1982, one-third of Americans wanted more
government regulation of the environment.
By 1990, two-thirds wanted more. In 1982,
45 percent agreed with the statement that
the environment was so important that re
quirements and standards could not be too
high. In 1990, 80 percent agreed. People
apparently remain confident of govern
ment's ability to protect them against risk.

But the truth is that the government is
spectacularly ill-suited to anticipate future
harms. There are a number of reasons.

First, most of the potential harms we face
are low-probability future events about
which no one can know very much. By
putting protection against these events into
the hands of a central authority, almost

Professor Simmons is the Head of the Political
Science Department of Utah State University.

inevitably a single approach to the harm
will be taken. Given such uncertainty, any
policy of anticipation is likely to be the
wrong one.

The problem with leaving prediction in
the hands of a central authority is illustrated
by the government's mineral assessment
process (even though geology is a more
certain science than assessing risks in an
uncertain future). For each proposed wil
derness area, the Bureau of Land Manage
ment, the Bureau of Mines, and the Geo
logical Survey conduct mineral assessments
to determine the potential for finding min
eral deposits, based on existing geological
theory. The agencies produce probabilistic
estimates of mineral potential.

But scientists do not regard these esti
mates as specific, quantitative data. Even
for the areas that appear to offer little
mineral promise, a negative assessment re
port is not absolute. The vast oil and gas
deposits in the Overthrust Belt were un
known only a few decades ago; several
exploration companies had failed to find
anything. But someone with a new geolog
ical theory applied a slightly different tech
nology in a previously dry hole and discov
ered the reserves.

If we didn't have a variety of people
making different assessments-if, instead,
everyone relied on the government's assess
ments-the oil might never have been
found. Such uncertainties prompted Wil-
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liam A. Vogely, head of the Department of
Mineral Economics at Pennsylvania State
University, to observe, "Their [resource
assessment] results are so imprecise that a
policy based on them may be worse than a
policy that recognizes our complete igno
rance ofpotential reserves.,,2 The same can
be said for government policies anticipating
environmental risks.

A second reason for government's inabil
ity to be our protector against future harms
is that initial risks must be taken in order to
reduce future harms. Only in rare areas,
such as national defense, are politicians
willing to tell their constituents they must
suffer in order for future benefits to happen.
Congress is currently incapable of control
ling budget deficits in large part because
legislators fear causing their constituents
immediate, visible harm.

A telling example comes from the Clean
Air Act amendments of 1977, which were
designed to reduce sulfur dioxide from
power plants and other sources. An effec
tive approach would have been to mandate
the amount of emissions of sulfur dioxide
that would be allowed, and let the power
plants choose the best means of reaching
them. But that concept ran into political
trouble. It would have allowed power plants
to meet the standards by buying low-sulfur
coal from the west and would have elimi
nated jobs in eastern coal fields, which
produce high-sulfur coal.

To protect jobs, Congress mandated that
scrubbers be installed in all new construc
tion, regardless of the sulfur content of the
coal. But scrubbers are less effective than
coal switching, and companies kept using
their old plants to avoid the costs of the
scrubbers. Serving constituents was placed
ahead of the environment. The result was
probably dirtier air. 3 While this case is
dramatic and documented more extensively
than most, politics frequently overrides en
vironmental goals.

A third reason that governments are not
suited for protecting against risk is that they
have trouble carrying out the time- and
place-specific experiments and trials that
develop the ability to deal with surprises.

Whether overseeing grazing, timber har
vest, air quality, or water policy, govern
ments are not able to discriminate by loca
tion or conditions. One size fits all.

Former EPA administrator William Ruck
elshaus has pointed out that the Clean Air
Act requires the Environmental Protection
Agency to impose costly automobile inspec
tion and maintenance programs in commu
nities where certain pollution criteria have
been exceeded only twice in a year. This
rule applies even if the violations occurred
because of the placement of the air-quality
monitoring devices, not because the air was
discernibly unhealthy. "The law does not
allow the federal government to distinguish
between (for example) Los Angeles and
Spokane, Washington, in this regard-a re
striction that defies common sense," says
Ruckelshaus. "In the same way, we cannot
distinguish between a plant discharging pol
lutants into a highly stressed river in Con
necticut and one discharging into Alaskan
waters that bear no other pollutant burden.
In other words, the law does not permit us
to act sensibly.,,4

A fourth reason for government's inabil
ity to anticipate errors and prevent them is
that for such anticipation to work, it must be
possible to make mistakes and learn from
them. Private entrepreneurs receive feed
back about their successes and failures
through profit and loss information. But
politicians' and bureaucrats' success does
not depend on learning from mistakes. In
stead, it depends on increasing budgets,
responding to organized interests, and max
imizing votes. Bureaucrats are insulated
from the effects of their good and bad
choices-someone else benefits or loses.
Politicians are rewarded by voting for poli
cies popular with their constituents, even if
the policies' cost to the nation are greater
than the benefits to their constituents. These
are hardly strategies for developing the
ability to anticipate harm or to be resilient in
the face of it.

Fifth, the public is ill-informed and easily
excited about new risks. Its hysteria can
cause public agencies and politicians to act
in exceedingly harmful fashion, essentially
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through witch hunts. As the article by Rob
ert Nelson in this issue discusses in some
detail, it is a situation not unlike that of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, when
witches were blamed for many harms.5 One
reason why this hysteria was supported
by the authorities was the fact that when
witches were executed, their property was
confiscated by the authorities. Something
parallel happens today, write Richard
Stroup and John Goodman. "Businesses
[that are] politically 'convicted' are as
sessed billions of dollars in Superfund taxes
and cleanup costs," they write, "and thus
help to fund the agencies which prosecute
them. ,,6

In sum, governments are poorly suited for
achieving safety because safety is a process
ofdiscovery, undertaken without being able
to see the end, rather than an object that is
freely available to public or private decision
makers. As Aaron Wildavsky has pointed
out, markets provide a better route for
achieving safety. "Markets overcome de
fects to enhance overall safety not because
'they' know the answer, but precisely be
cause they don't; convinced that better
bargains can always be struck, markets are
based on the principle of incessant search.
The more decentralized, dispersed, varie
gated, and, need I add, competitive markets
become, the more likely it is there will be
more different kinds of search and, there
fore, more safety, especially against the
unforeseen....

,'Attempting to short-circuit this compet
itive' evolutionary, trial and error process
by wishing the end-safety-without pro
viding the means-decentralized search
is bound to be self-defeating. Conceiving
of safety without risk is like seeking love
without courting the danger of rejection. ,,7

The only meaningful alternative is to learn
once again to rely on markets to help us cope
with environmental and other risks. They
sample the unknown, they have reliable
feedback, and they allow trials, errors, and
corrections. D
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Human Health and
Costly Risk Reduction
by Bruce Yandle

W ith the Clinton administration's mis
guided national health-care initiative

dead, at least for now, it is time to consider
an alternative. Let's improve human health
by eliminating or at least sharply modifying
federal rules designed to reduce risk. Does
this seem paradoxical? It shouldn't.

Risk reduction is a natural substitute for
health-care spending. If the incidence of
cancer is reduced by proper diet and regular
medical checkups, fewer people will need
more costly medical treatment. Similarly, if
it is cheaper to reduce the risk of respiratory
illness by curtailing air pollution than by
taking on the risk and later dealing with
injuries and sickness, then we can bet that
health-conserving actions will be taken.

But the current federal mandates for re
ducing risk are so ineffective that risks are
not altered in many cases. In other cases,
huge amounts are spent in an effort to reduce
minor health risks, while larger ones go
untouched. All along the burden of federal
regulation continues to grow heavier.

Ineffective, costly regulation yields two
unhappy outcomes. Unprotected people
must still seek health care (since the risks
haven't been reduced significantly). In ad-

Dr. Yandle is Alumni Professor of Economics
and Legal Studies at Clemson University. This
essay is based on a report written for the Envi
ronmental Issues Council. Appreciation is ex
pressedfor assistance provided by Terry Ander
son, John Hosemann, Roger Meiners, and
Robert Nelson.

dition, ineffective regulation wastes re
sources, reducing incomes. Everyone
knows that lower-income people, on aver
age, are not as healthy as people with higher
incomes.

Writing in Science magazine, Richard
Zeckhauser and W. Kip Viscusi, two re
spected specialists in risk analysis, said:
"Society's system for managing risk to life
and limb is deeply flawed. We overreact to
some risks and virtually ignore others." 1

(When they refer to "society's system" for
managing risk, they mean primarily the
federal government's system for managing
risk.) As we shall see, the federal govern
ment's risk reduction efforts are badly
skewed.

A great deal of federal risk regulation
involves efforts to protect against cancer
by regulating or limiting carcinogens. When
political proposals are made to reduce can
cer risks at an apparent cost of zero to
concerned citizens, regulation wins every
time, no matter how costly the rules may
become. But such regulations are plagued
with problems.

The FDA's enforcement of the 1958
Delaney Clause is a case in point.2 This is
a federal law requiring that any cancer
causing chemical be banned from food. In
1958 there were about 12 known carcino
gens, and detection capabilities were weak.
Since then, the number of identified carcin
ogens has risen to 26 and more than 600
chemicals have been shown to cause tumors
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in rodents, which raises the Delaney pre
sumption that the chemicals are human
carcinogens.

Following orders from Congress, the
FDA developed a "safe dose" procedure
for regulating food carcinogens. It started
with the lowest exposure level that leads
to observed tumors in laboratory animals.
This dose was then extrapolated to humans
and divided by 100 to determine the amount
that could be ingested. Eventually, the FDA
developed the one-in-a-million rule. This
means that a substance under review will
be banned if there is evidence that using
the substance in a recipe generates one
additional cancer per one million exposed
people.

But the annual incidence of cancer mor
tality for all Americans is 300,000 per one
million. That is, cancer is the cause of death
for 30 percent of the population. The FDA
is attempting to reduce the 300,000 to
299,999. To achieve this extremely small
reduction, very costly regulation is re
quired.

In fact, research on cancer-related deaths
indicates that less than one percent are
related to food additives. About four per
cent, on average, are associated with the
workplace. Pollution is estimated to cause
two percent of all cancer death, on average.
The largest share of cancer deaths, 35 per
cent, is associated with diet, and the next
largest, 30 percent, with tobacco.3

Misdirection of Resources
A number of people have noticed that the

efforts of the federal government to address
risk are disproportionate to the size of the
problem. For example, Keith Schneider, a
national correspondent for The New York
Times ,writing in ECO magazine, describes
the case ofabandoned Western mines where
immense piles of tailings contain lead, sul
fur, arsenic, and cyanide. These contami
nants can leach into groundwater, causing
trace amounts ofthe pollutants to make their
way into drinking water; however, experts
are convinced that the risk is small. Con
gress has chosen to deal extensively with
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the tailings problem and has budgeted $10
billion to clean up the tailings piles. In
contrast, the government has budgeted less
than $500 million to close abandoned mines
and restore land affected by mining opera
tions . Yet unprotected mine shafts have
contributed to at least 162 deaths and hun
dreds of injuries since the late 1970s.4

Whether the federal government can or
should do anything about the risk of injuries
from abandoned mines is a separate ques
tion; but, clearly, political factors determine
how government resources are directed.
Government officials are aware of this. In a
widely distributed 1987 study, the EPA
examined its regulatory activities and the
budget allocated by Congress to each of
them, and then ranked the relative riskiness
of 31 areas addressed by the agency. 5 The
goal was to determine how well the agency's
effort to reduce risk matched the riskiness of
various problem areas.

By the analysis of the EPA officials,
indoor radon, indoor air pollution, non
point-source water pollution, and accidental
releases of toxic materials were high risks,
but little was being done by the agency to
reduce them. In contrast, they viewed
Superfund, hazardous waste controls, and
municipal non-hazardous waste site activi
ties as low risks, but the agency had large
budgets directed to them. The EPA report
concluded that "the rankings of risk . . . do
not correspond closely with EPA's statu
tory authorities" and "the rankings of risk
also do not correspond well with EPA's
current program priorities. ,,6

Efforts to develop a more reasonable
approach to regulation have been made by
U.S. presidents from Gerald Ford to Bill
Clinton, without significant progress. For
more than 15 years, the Office of Manage
ment and Budget (OMB) has been required
to conduct reviews of newly proposed reg
ulation to assess their cost effectiveness. A
recent OMB review of 52 different costly
regulations raised a number of unsettling
questions. The OMB stated:

The cost effectiveness for the regulatory
actions listed varies over more than eight
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orders ofmagnitude , from about $100,000
(for certain automotive safety features) to
more than $5 trillion per premature death
prevented (for treating wood preserving
chemicals as hazardous wastes). [S]pend
ing $2 million today on highway safety
would save at least one life in just a few
years. [T]he same amount spent regulat
ing the cancer risks posed by wood pre
serving only prevents one cancer case
every 2.9 million years.

Improved human health and well-being is
the avowed goal of government efforts to
regulate the environment, the workplace,
food, automobiles, agriculture pesticides,
and a multitude ofother consumer products.
The cost per person ofall regulation is large,
two-thirds that of health-care costs, which
many believe to be out of control and
unacceptable. Efforts to prevent harm must
be considered in any overall effort to reduce
health-care costs.

The historic record and understanding of
regulatory politics suggest that any im
provement will be difficult. To bring change
requires a different set of incentives, and
that requires institutional change. It is not
that we are ignorant of the science, econom
ics, and mathematics of risk reduction.
What we lack are political institutions that
provide incentives for intelligent people to
respond logically to the forces of the market
economy when attempts are made to im
prove human health and safety.

Two Recommendations
Two recommendations come to mind.

First, all regulatory activity must be con
sidered in the light of the effects of income
on health and safety. Studies indicate that a
loss in the nation's gross domestic product
of $3 million to $7 million in regulatory costs
yields an increase ofone additional fatality. 8

Recall that EPA regulations alone now im
pose an estimated cost of $100 billion annu
ally, and there are several major studies
indicating that safety and health regulation
has reduced the growth of worker produc
tivity, and therefore wages, by as much as

36 percent in one decade.9 If Congress is
going to mandate a host of actions designed
to increase life expectancy, then Congress
should provide an annual report card to the
people. Each action required by Congress
should be accompanied with an analysis that
accounts for the effects of lower incomes
and tells us just how much life expectancy
has been added. The results of all actions
taken in a given year should be reported to
the American people, and federal agencies
that reduce life expectancies should be pun
ished. OMB should be made the watchdog.

The second recommendation is a bit more
radical. Congress should get out of the
business of mandating reductions of trivial
risks. We should return to common law
rules that impose severe penalties on firms
that inflict harm on consumers. The court
system should be buttressed, not sup
pressed. Then, threats ofcostly suits and the
risk of losing hard-earned business reputa
tions would work together to reduce the cost
of reducing risk and improving health. D
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Assessing the Risk Assessors

by Daniel K. Benjamin

Sed quis custodiet ipsos Custodes?
-Juvenal, Satires, VI, 1.347

L ife is risky business. As we travel its
uncertain voyage, hazards must be as

sessed and choices made among them. For
most of recorded history, both assessment
and choice have been the prerogative of the
individual. Society and its institutions
most notably the law-have exhibited great
faith in the ability of individuals to regulate
the risks of their personal environments.

Over the past 30 years, however, the right
(and obligation) of the individual to assess
and choose among risks has been displaced
by decisions of courts and government reg
ulatory agencies. There are, I believe, two
reasons for this development. One of these
is the erroneous notion that individuals
make systematic errors in their assessment
of risks, an idea I have challenged else
where. I Here I address the second factor,
the widespread view that experts at govern
ment agencies and in the judicial system can
perform the risk assessment process more
accurately because they are, in the words of
Webster's, "very skillful or highly trained."

There is mounting evidence that this view
of expertise is misguided.2 Within regula
tory agencies such as the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), experts have adopted policies of
extreme conservatism. At every point in the
process, the worst-case assumptions are

Dr. Benjamin is Professor of Economics at
Montana State University and Fellowship
Project Director at PERC in Bozeman, Montana.

made, so that the compound effect may be
to overstate the true risks by a factor of ten
or even 1,000-without saying so. Simulta
neously, thejudicial system has increasingly
dismissed the capacity of market partici
pants to determine the appropriate level
of risk. Consumers are viewed as unable to
assess risk and unwilling to bear it, while
producers are judged unwilling to sell the
level of safety and health that consumers
demand.

The result of this regulatory and judicial
intrusion into the risk assessment process is
twofold. First, there have been a rapidly
growing number of costly attempts to re
duce health and safety hazards that are
simply not very dangerous. Just as impor
tantly, the relative hazards of different
threats have been severely distorted; as a
result, we attack the less serious risks,
leaving the more deadly to wreak their
havoc.

Expertise and Evidence
Two recent policy issues illustrate why

experts must be tools rather than arbiters in
the process ofassessing risk. First, consider
cadmium, a toxic industrial metal used to
coat metals and to make batteries and pig
ments. There is general agreement that at
high doses cadmium can damage kidneys
and possibly cause lung cancer. During the
early 1980s, OSHA investigated the possi
bility of imposing stringent controls on
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workplace exposure to cadmium. OSHA's
review of the evidence led it to propose rules
that would have reduced exposure levels
100-fold, saving the lives of 14 workers each
year.

The Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) subsequently reviewed the same
body of evidence. It concluded that the
proposed regulations, far from saving 14
lives each year, would actually kill at least
25 additional individuals! OMB reasoned
that the high cost of the proposed OSHA
regulations would reduce America's wealth.
As people become wealthier, they demand
more safety; as they become poorer, they
choose less safety. Thus, the decline in
wealth caused by the costly new regulations
would cause a decline in the demand for
safety and lead to a rise in total fatalities. 3

So one group of experts claim that the
proposed regulations are an improvement;
the other group of experts say they are not.
The relevant issue is that the experts dis
agree. Which expert should we choose?

The second question is which evidence
should be relied on. Consider the "green
house effect," the apparent tendency of
carbon dioxide (C02) and other gases to
accumulate in the atmosphere, acting like
a blanket that traps radiated heat and in
creases the earth's temperature. Human
kind is producing greenhouse gases at a
record rate, and they are accumulating in the
atmosphere. Over the past 50 years, the
amount of CO2 in the atmosphere has risen
about 25 percent.4

In principle, higher CO2 levels should lead
to higher global temperatures; the National
Academy of Sciences has suggested that by
the middle of the twenty-first century,
greenhouse gases could be double their
levels of 1860 and global temperatures could
rise by as much as 2° to 9° Fahrenheit. Many
of today's temperate climes could become
arid dust bowls.

At first glance, such a view seems con
sistent with the fact that, on average over
the past century, greenhouse gases have
been rising and so has the average global
temperature. Yet almost all of the temper
ature rise occurred before 1940, while most

of the increase in greenhouse gases has
occurred after 1940. In fact, global average
temperatures fell about 0.5° between 1940
and 1970;5 this cooling actually led some
prominent scientists during the 1970s to
forecast a coming ice age. Thus, less than 20
years after experts assured us the evidence
pointed directly at falling temperatures, ex
perts are now saying that the evidence
points toward rising temperatures.6 The key
is that here, as in many cases, the evidence
is mixed. We must still decide which evi
dence to rely upon.

The Role of Incentives
Once we admit the possibility that experts

err (or at least disagree) and that evidence is
sometimes ambiguous (or at least arguable),
we are forced to recognize that experts'
judgments often reflect the incentives they
face. Indeed, the cadmium episode reveals
quite clearly how those differences can de
pend on the incentives at hand.

As reflected in its name, OSHA is charged
with protecting worker safety, and one must
presume that the rewards facing its employ
ees are structured accordingly. In contrast,
OMB emphasizes managerial efficiency and
ferreting out the cost implications of gov
ernment actions. The positive safety impli
cations of the proposed cadmium regula
tions stem from the physical protections
offered workers who handle cadmium; it
was the evidence on these effects that
OSHA's experts found most compelling.
The adverse implications of the regulations,
so compelling to the OMB experts, arise
from their negative impact on our standard
of living and the resulting decline in the
demand for safety.

It is unlikely to be sheer coincidence that
the respective experts' conclusions dove
tailed closely with the mandates of their
respective agencies. It is far more probable
that these experts-like all -experts-re
sponded to the incentives they faced. They
chose to evaluate the evidence not in a
vacuum, but in accordance with the costs
and benefits they perceive likely to accrue to
them as a result of their decisions.
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"Today it is almost heresy to suggest that scientific knowledge is not
the sum of all knowledge. But a little reflection will show that there
is beyond question a body of very important but unorganized
knowledge which cannot possibly be called scientific in the sense of
knowledge of general rules: the knowledge of the particular circum
stances of time and place. It is with respect to this that practically
every individual has some advantage over all others in that he
possesses unique information of which beneficial use might be made,
but of which use can be made only if the decisions depending on it
are left to him or are made with his active cooperation."

-F. A. Hayek, "The Use of Knowledge in Society"

It is arguable that only the people who
bear the consequences ofdecisions can fully
know the advantages and disadvantages of
each expert decision, including decisions
about what evidence to accept. In the case
of global warming (or cooling), one body of
evidence suggests that we act now to avoid
further atmospheric warming; other evi
dence suggests that we should adopt a
wait-and-see attitude. The physics and
chemistry of the issue are insufficient to
determine which body ofevidence should be
acted upon, just as the principles of aero
dynamics and internal combustion are in
sufficient to determine whether you should
fly to Los Angeles next Tuesday. We must
know the benefits and costs for human
beings. The ultimate" experts" on these are
the individuals who will gain or lose as a
result of the decisions that are made.7

It is tempting to argue that we can instruct
the experts to behave in ways that are
consistent with the wishes of the people
affected by their decisions. But this argu
ment assumes away key aspects of the risk
assessment problem. First it supposes that
the experts are already in place, without
answering the question, Which expert
should we rely on? Second, and perhaps
more importantly, it supposes that these
experts know all relevant facts about the
individuals affected by their decisions. As
F. A. Hayek demonstrated a half-century
ago, the body of knowledge that enables the
economic system to function coherently is

not in the hands of any individual or subset
of individuals within the economy-no mat
ter how great their expertise. This knowl
edge begins as disparate bits and pieces of
seemingly unrelated facts that are commu
nicated and augmented by the operation of
the market. To suppose that experts can
bypass the process is to foolishly suppose
that they are somehow endowed with the
information that is produced by the price
system.8

I am driven to the conclusion that both
the experts and the rules under which they
operate must be chosen by the people who
will bear the effects of the experts' assess
ments. The ideal way to ensure this is to
maximize the extent of risk assessment that
takes place in the marketplace rather than in
regulatory agencies or the courts. But if for
other reasons it is necessary that govern
ment experts playa role, it is important that
none be anointed "czar" of his or her
respective risk arena, and that all be subject
to the broadest possible review.

The participation of OMB in actively
crafting OSHA and EPA regulations is likely
to reduce the damages caused by regula
tions, because OMB participation adds to
the spectrum of individuals and interests
represented in the regulatory process. Sim
ilarly, requiring regulatory agencies to take
the costs and benefits of their decisions
explicitly into account forces them to
broaden the range of people whose interests
are considered. The point is not that the
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economists computing these numbers have
more expertise, but that more interests are
brought into the process.

The flip side of this is that those who are
choosing the experts (or choosing to do
without them) must bear the full range of
costs and benefits associated with their
choices. For example, if the firms that use
cadmium play a role in crafting the rules
limiting workplace exposures, these same
firms should not then be able to hide behind
the limitation ofliability implied by workers'
compensation laws. In other words, the firm
should not enjoy all the benefits of a pro
duction process but then be able to avoid
some of its costs in the event that something
goes wrong.9

The consequences of risk assessment de
cisions will be borne by someone, whether
that someone is the decision-maker or
not. Those consequences will be the most
advantageous possible only if those individ
uals that have the greatest incentive to
decide among the unknowns-and the un
knowable-are making those decisions. The
answer to Juvenal's query is this: Only
the owners ofwhat is guarded are competent
to select and monitor those who would
guard it. And if the owners fail in these
duties, their status soon will be that of
former owners. D
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Owning the Unownable

by Paul Georgia

One of the most fascinating intellectual
debates since the calculation debate

over socialism in the 1930s is now raging in
the environmental arena. The debate is over
the most effective means of protecting the
environment: government control or private
stewardship. I call this debate the steward
ship debate.

The arguments that Ludwig von Mises
and F. A. Hayek used in the calculation
debate are an important part of the current
stewardship debate. The issues they
raised-the knowledge problem and the role
of market prices and private ownership-
are an integral part ofthe intellectual arsenal
used by advocates of ecological privatiza
tion.

Indeed, the dynamics of the stewardship
debate mirror in many ways the calculation
debate. Until Ludwig von Mises fired the
first shot, socialists shrewdly avoided the
economic feasibility of socialism by merely
asserting the superiority of socialism over
capitalism. To them it was sufficient to show
the weaknesses of capitalism and, having
done so, proclaim that socialism was the
logical and inevitable outcome. Because
markets failed to produce utopian results,
socialism was declared the appropriate path
to societal betterment.

Mises, however, argued that without the
signals that market prices provide, eco
nomic calculation is impossible-that is,

Mr. Georgia is a Research and Development
Analyst at the Competitive Enterprise Institute
and a Ph.D. candidate in economics at George
Mason University.

producers 'cannot know what to produce,
how much to produce, and how to produce
it efficiently. Under socialism, producers
would be blind to the wants of consumers
because socialism lacked prices. Without
market prices we are left with a system of
"groping about in the dark."1

The socialists eventually conceded that
prices mattered, but they still claimed that
markets and private property were not nec
essary. They argued that central planners
could overcome the problem of calculation
by simulating market prices through math
ematical and statistical models.

Hayek ultimately defeated this "market
socialist" argument by pointing out that
arriving at realistic prices would require an
enormous amount of information, and the
knowledge necessary for such an undertak
ing is dispersed and fragmentary, frustrating
any attempt at consolidation. 2 Israel
Kirzner later stated that not only would the
planners lack the necessary information but
that they would be ignorant of their own
ignorance. 3 No mind or group of minds
could possibly contain the necessary infor
mation needed for such a task.4

The stewardship debate has followed a
similar progression. Private property advo
cates have made powerful theoretical and
empirical arguments to show the superiority
of private stewardship and markets over
government-directed environmental protec
tion. Many environmentalists have essen
tially conceded this point. They have agreed
(in word if not in deed) that markets and
private property create powerful incentives
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which lead to more effective and efficient
environmental protection.

However, they say, this is only true in
areas where property rights are easily de
fined and exchanged. In other areas, defin
ing property rights appears to be nearly
impossible. For example, Robert Stavins,
an environmental economist, promotes
"economic-incentive mechanisms" that al
low trades of pollution rights, but only after
the pollution goals have been established
politically. These mechanisms, Stavins
says, encourage efficiency but "avoid the
impracticalities of the pure, private-prop
erty approach. " He asks scornfully: "Does
anybody really believe that acid rain can be
efficiently controlled by assigning property
rights for the U.S. airshed and then effecting
negotiations among all affected parties?,,5

Unfortunately, many who advocate mar
ket solutions fail to address this question.
They acquiesce under the daunting task of
defining property rights in such areas as
airsheds, groundwater, and oceans.6 But it
is important that free market environmen
talists take on these more difficult issues.

Defining Property Rights
Critics of free market environmentalism

advance three major arguments. The first is
that it is impossible to assign property rights
to-or "fence"-the atmosphere, ground
water, or the oceans.

Indeed, "fencing" the airshed, ground
water, or oceans appears difficult, but so did
the fencing of the Western frontier of the
United States in the nineteenth century. At
first, land was plentiful and there was no
need to clearly define property rights. How
ever, over time land became more scarce
and therefore more valuable. The higher
value spurred greater efforts to fence the
frontier and to more clearly define property
rights.

But wood was scarce in the arid West and
the distances to be fenced were enormous.
Such obstacles made the construction of
visible boundaries very expensive. Various
solutions evolved, as Terry Anderson and
P.J. Hill have shown. For example, camp

lines were used to keep cattle herds sepa
rate; these "human fences" were effective
but the costs of such methods were high.
Eventually, the invention of a simple tech
nology-barbed wire-greatly reduced the
costs of delineating and protecting property
rights.7

This example shows that property rights
solutions do evolve to meet the unique
challenges that arise with each situation.
However, framing the issue in such terms as
"fencing the airshed" is misleading. It is not
necessary to fence and assign property
rights to the atmosphere to reduce pollution.
What is necessary is the existence of clearly
defined and binding property rights to pol
lution-causing activities, as well as to the
properties that are affected by the pollution.
In a system ofclearly defined and effectively
protected property rights, the value of clean
air and other environmental amenities will
be revealed.

Before discussing how these preferences
will emerge, an important distinction must
be made between pollution and emissfons
or waste. Waste is simply a by-product of
human action. Every productive and useful
human action creates waste. However,
waste is not by definition pollution. Only
when waste is dumped where it is not
wanted (i.e., on another's property) does
it become pollution. Property owners have
the right to restrict the dumping of waste on
their property, whether it is in their airspace
or on the property itself.

In a society based on property rights,
individuals will have the ability to sue for
redress when their rights are trespassed. If
the property owner is successful, then the
polluter must find ways to keep the emis
sions from traveling onto another's land or
airspace. However, if a polluter wishes to
continue to pollute, and property rights are
clearly defined, it can purchase the right to
do so from the property owner. By allowing
property owners to negotiate among them
selves, the value of clean ,air can emerge
through the revealed prices, and the optimal
amount of pollution will be achieved.8

Moreover, private ownership creates incen
tives to develop more effective means of



protecting property rights through techno
logical advances.

Transaction Costs
At this point, environmentalists bring up

their second argument, the problem oftrans
action costs. Even if rights are clearly de
fined, it is too costly, they say, for thousands
of people affected by automobile pollution
to get together with thousands of car drivers
and negotiate a mutually satisfying agree
ment that would allow some pollution but
not too much. The enormous amount of time
needed just to reach a consensus among
such a large number of individuals is one of
the prohibitive costs involved in such an
undertaking.

However, just as technology solved the
fencing problem in the American West, it
may do so for pollution. Technology devel
oped at the University of Denver allows the
measurement of automobile emissions as a
car travels in a way similar to the way that
radar measures speed. Stationary emission
checkpoints along the highway can measure
the amount of exhaust an automobile dis
charges as it travels. If the car exceeds the
maximum limit, a photograph of the license
plate is taken and the person pays a fine.

Most people see this technology as a more
efficient means for the government to con
trol pollution by catching those who drive
the dirtiest automobiles.9 But to those who
think more deeply, this new technology
provides a means of reducing the transac
tion costs while expanding freedom.

Highways-not just airsheds-could be
privatized. Those who wish to negotiate for
cleaner air then would only have to deal with
one entity, the highway owner. Instead of
thousands of homeowners attempting to
negotiate with thousands of automobile us
ers, there would be an owner of a segment
ofhighway. This owner could negotiate with
perhaps ten, twenty-five, or fifty home
owner associations. (Such associations
could address these types of environmental
concerns just as they have addressed crime
and a whole range of other common land
owner interests.)
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The highway owner, using the new emis
sion detection device, could charge user
fees or fines, or prohibit highway use to
automobiles that pollute excessively and
expose the highway owner to potentiallia
bility.

As the costs of such negotiations de
crease, the amount of pollution will ap
proach a level that everyone will be happy
with. If homeowner associations are the
recognized owners of the airspace in which
they reside, the highway owner could pay
them to be allowed to pollute. If the highway
owner exceeded the stipulated amount, the
home associations could sue for damages.
In this wayan optimal amount of pollution
is more nearly approached. 10 In an environ
ment free from government interference,
private institutions can evolve (perhaps
slowly), leading to optimal solutions. Tech
nology acts as a catalyst through which the
costs ofenforcing property rights are greatly
reduced.

This system also allows time- and place
appropriate solutions. In Los Angeles, clean
air is scarce. In Idaho it is plentiful. Al
though transaction costs and the costs of
defining property rights over previously un
owned resources may be the same in both
places, Los Angeles will be more likely-in
the absence of government interference
than Idaho to undertake the necessary mar
ket transactions because Los Angelenos will
value additional clean air more. Under cen
tralized control, Idahoans would pay the
same for clean air as those in Los Angeles
even though they don't value it as much.

Thus, markets overcome transaction
costs in two ways; first, new technologies
can greatly reduce transaction costs, and
second, the value of clean air may be high
enough to exceed the transaction costs of
negotiating a solution. 11

Of course, people may not want a cleaner
environment so much that they are willing to
pay for the necessary technology or the
transaction costs. Those who weren't satis
fied with the amount of clean air achieved
through the market might well go to the
government to force the rest of us to pay
more for clean air than we want to. That is
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probably what has happened today under
political management of the environment.
The costs of politically managed clean air
are hidden; we may be getting more clean air
than people would want if they were free to
negotiate for it. 12

The Inevitability Defense
The environmentalist's last line of de

fense is the inevitability defense, just as the
socialists ultimately resorted to the argu
ment that socialism is an historical inevita
bility and therefore not subject to intellec
tual debate. Environmentalists bring up
apocalyptic scenarios that demand coercive
responses. Global warming and ozone de
pletion are examples. The potential costs
are so high-the end of human civilization,
more or less-that Apocalyptic environ
mentalists argue that we can't wait for
market solutions to evolve. Government
must impose restrictions immediately at any
cost to preserve life on the planet.

Science is showing that global warming
and ozone depletion may not be any more
inevitable than socialism, but, even so,
environmentalists argue that we should act:
"Where public health may be adversely
affected, or environmental damage may be
serious or irreversible, prudent action is
required even in the face of scientific uncer
tainty. ,,13 But given scientific uncertainty,
how do you define "prudent action"? It
must be determined politically. We can
expect a lot of imprudent, unneeded, and
costly policies if politics determines the
action to be taken.

Many are uneasy with the evolutionary
market model. They feel that they are being
asked to accept on faith the spontaneous and
unpredictable forces of the market. They
feel more comfortable with the proposition
that we should, as a society, consciously
plan our future in order to arrive at the
desired ends. But such planning, we realize
now, cannot achieve the desired ends. Of

such planning Hayek once asked, "Is there
a greater tragedy imaginable than that, in
our endeavor consciously to shape our fu
ture in accordance with high ideals, we
should in fact unwittingly produce the very
opposite of what we have been striving
for?" 14

A survey ofU.s. government policy in the
last sixty years makes it painfully clear that
the government's efforts have often aggra
vated the problems it was trying to solve.
The track record of free societies and free
institutions in satisfying human needs is far
better than the track record ofgovernments.
Because of this, faith in the market is not
blind, and relying on government, in light of
its past performance, seems foolhardy. D
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Adam Smith--"I had almost forgot
that I was the author of the inquiry
concerning The Wealth of Nations"

by Jim Powell

Before Adam Smith, it seemed that most
people believed government was nec

essary to make an economy work. In Britain
and Europe, governments promoted eco
nomic self-sufficiency as a bulwark of na
tional security. They subsidized" strategic"
industries like mining and silk-making. Gov
ernment helped protect apothecaries, brick
layers, woodmongers, playing-card makers,
and myriad other workers against what they
considered unfair competition. Govern
ments restricted imports in the name of
accumulating gold hoards, thought to be a
secret of wealth and power. Life without
government intervention was unthinkable.

Adam Smith defied all this with The
Wealth of Nations, a clarion call for eco
nomic liberty. Although many specifics
weren't original with Smith, he created a
bold vision which inspired people every
where. He showed that the way to achieve
peace and prosperity is to set individuals free.
He attacked one type of government inter
vention after another. He recommended
liberating Britain's American colonies. He
denounced slavery. Smith had an enormous
impact on ideas, where change begins.

Mr. Powell is editor ofLaissez-Faire Books. He
has written for The New York Times, The Wall
Street Journal, Barron's, American Heritage,
and more than three dozen other publications.

Smith was an unlikely revolutionary. He
came across as a serious, absent-minded,
thoroughly likable man. He was a dedicated
scholar all his life, amassing a library of
some 3,000 volumes. He was often so pre
occupied with ideas that he forgot what he
was doing. Once, reportedly, he was giving
a tour of a Glasgow tannery, and he absent
mindedly fell right into the tannery pit, from
which his friends extricated him. He seemed
to make friends wherever people enjoyed
playing cards or talking about such things
as current affairs, history, literature, philos
ophy, or government policy. Voltaire, the
famed French defender of religious tolera
tion, wrote admiringly about Smith: "We
have nothing to compare with him, and I am
embarrassed for my dear compatriots. " Ma
dame Riccoboni, a French novelist, gushed:
,'I wish that the devil would carry off all of
our own men of letters, all of our philoso
phers, and bring Mr. Smith to me. Superior
men seek him out."

Writing was always tough for Adam
Smith. The bookish bachelor wrote with a
"schoolboy hand," forming big, round let
ters which were laboriously connected.
Composition was just as tough. Smith wres
tled with a few big ideas for decades and
agonized over how to express himself. The
Wealth of Nations was at least 27 years in
the making.
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Kirkaldy, Glasgow,
and Oxford

It isn't known exactly when Adam Smith
was born, but he was baptized June 5,1723,
in Kirkaldy, a fishing village on Scotland's
east coast. Smith's father, a customs official
also named Adam, died several months
before his son was born. The youngster was
raised by his mother Margaret Douglas,
daughter of a landowner. The only thing
we know about his childhood was that at age
four he was briefly abducted by a band of
gypsies. "He would have made, I fear, a
poor gypsy," noted John Rae, Smith's most
scholarly biographer.

Smith entered Glasgow University at 14,
the customary age for enrollment. The town
of 25,000 prospered largely as an entrepot
for American tobacco, and this commerce
stimulated intellectual life-the Scottish En
lightenment was in full flower. Glasgow
University was famed for its teaching, in
part because professors were compensated
directly by student fees. They had an incen
tive to perform well. Smith studied with
moral philosopher Francis Hutcheson, a
forceful character who broke with tradition
and delivered his lectures in English instead
of Latin. Hutcheson expressed a passion for
reason, liberty, and free speech, inspiring
Smith. It seems to have been Hutcheson
who brought his bright student to the atten
tion of controversial rationalist philosopher
David Hume; Smith and Hume were to
become best friends.

To be sure, Smith was his own man,
disagreeing with Hutcheson on some key
issues. Hutcheson, for example, believed
that self-love was a bad thing and that only
well-intended actions were virtuous. As
Smith wrote later: "Regard to our own
private happiness and interest, too, appear
upon many occasions very laudable princi
ples of action. The habits of economy,
industry, discretion, attention and applica
tion of thought, are generally supposed to be
cultivated from self-interested motives, and
at the same time are apprehended to be very
praise-worthy qualities which deserve the
esteem and approbation of every body."

How did Smith discover the wondrous
effects of self-interest? Well, he was a re
markably perceptive person who spent
years in a thriving commercial center, so
he must have learned much from his own
observatiens. Smith scholar Edwin Cannan
thought that the Dutch doctor Bernard
Mandeville must have influenced Smith's
thinking, too, with his provocative satire
The Fable of the Bees: or Private Vices,
Publick Benefits (expanded edition, 1729).
In it, Mandeville scandalized high-minded
folks by suggesting that self-interest is good,
because it leads people to serve each other
and help society prosper.

In 1740, Smith accepted a £40 annual Snell
scholarship to continue his philosophical
pursuits at Balliol College, Oxford. It turned
out that professors were paid regardless of
how much teaching they did, so they did
little. Smith was on his own for six years at
Oxford. He educated himself in the library,
gaining a considerable knowledge of Greek
and Roman classics as well as modern
French and Italian literature. The one thing
Oxford officials felt strongly about was ra
tionalism-they hated it. When Smith was
caught reading a copy of David Hume's
Treatise ofHuman Nature, which he prob
ably got from Francis Hutcheson, he was
reprimanded. The offensive volume was
confiscated.

Smith wanted to teach at a Scottish uni
versity, and the traditional method of seek
ing a professorship was to show what you
could do-deliver some public lectures. If
university officials were impressed and
needed to fill an opening, one might be
appointed. Accordingly, in 1748, in Edin
burgh, Smith began delivering lectures
about ethics, economics, and defense pol
icy. He was to spend the rest of his life
expanding this material into books.

As early as 1749-before major works of
the French laissez-faire economists were
published-Smith had concluded that the
way to promote prosperity is for govern
ments to leave people alone. Dugald Stew
art, a student of his, reported that in a
lecture that year, Smith declared: "Little
else is required to carry a state to the highest



degree of affluence from the lowest barbar
ism but peace, easy taxes, and a tolerable
administration of justice; all the rest being
brought about by the natural course of
things. All governments which thwart this
natural course, which force things into an
other channel, or which endeavor to arrest
the progress of society at a particular point,
are unnatural, and, to support themselves,
are obliged to be oppressive and tyrannical. "

Smith's lectures were well received, and
by 1751 he was teaching logic at Glasgow
University. A year later, he was asked to
teach moral philosophy there. Five times a
week at 7:30 in the morning, he delivered
an hour-long lecture. Three days a week at
11 :00, he taught private classes. He seemed
to have won the respect of students and
faculty alike, because in 1758 he was named
dean. Recalled one of his students, James
Boswell, later a famous literary biographer:
"Mr. Smith's sentiments are striking, pro
found and beautiful. He has nothing of that
stiffness and pedantry which is too often
found in professors."

Evenings, Smith played whist and chatted
with some of Scotland's brightest minds.
These included David Hume, steam engine
inventor James Watt, and chemist Joseph
Black. Smith participated in a discussion
club started in the 1740s by banker Andrew
Cochrane, which met weekly to talk about
economic and political issues. Smith didn't
have much luck with ladies, however; he
proposed marriage two or three times but
was rejected.

The Theory of Moral
Sentiment

Meanwhile, Smith spent about four years
transforming lecture material into his first
book, The Theory of Moral Sentiments. It
was about motivations other than self
interest which influenced human behavior.
Published in London in 1759, it made him a
literary celebrity. He dined with all kinds
of successful people, including Benjamin
Franklin.

In The Theory of Moral Sentiments,
Smith announced his next project: "I shall
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in another discourse endeavour to give an
account of the general principles of law and
government, and of the different revolutions
they have undergone in the different ages
and periods of society, not only in what
concerns justice, but in what concerns pol
icy revenue and arms, and whatever else is
the object of law." That project, of course,
was The Wealth of Nations.

Hume sent a copy of The Theory ofMoral
Sentiments to the English statesman
Charles Townshend. As colonial minister,
he was to earn notoriety for depriving the
American colonies of cherished preroga
tives and unintentionally provoking the rev
olutionary movement. Townshend wanted
someone distinguished to tutor his stepson,
Henry Scott, the Duke ofBuccleugh. Town
shend agreed to pay Smith £300 a year plus
expenses-about three times more than
Smith got from the University ofGlasgow
for giving the Duke a Grand Tour of Europe.
Moreover, Smith got a £300 annual pension
for life. Smith might never have worked in
business, but he knew how to cut a good
deal!

Smith met the Duke in London in January
1764, and from there traveled to Toulouse,
a resort town popular among the English. In
Toulouse, Smith acquired another young
charge, the Duke's younger brother, Hew
Campbell Scott. With letters of introduction
from Hume among others, Smith introduced
himself and his young charges to the most
interesting people he could find.

For anyone interested in liberty, France
was an ideal destination at that time. Smith
saw firsthand how the French were strug
gling with a much more costly, intervention
ist government than he had experienced.
Smith visited with leading intellectual
rebels. In Paris, he met Fran~ois Quesnay,
founder of the Physiocratic school of laissez
faire economics. Smith got to know Anne
Robert Jacques Turgot, the passionate
French advocate of laissez faire policies.
Smith visited Geneva and met Voltaire who
reportedly declared: "This Smith is an ex
cellent man!"

Equally important, Smith became bored
and restless in Toulouse. He resolved to
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Smith never sat for a portrait, but James Tassie did a
medallion in 1787, when Smith was 64 and ill. Such
medallions were typically modeled from wax, so this one is
presumed to be accurate. As Royal Economic Society
cataloguer James Bonar described it: "The head, which
appears turned in pure profile to the right of the spectator,
shows a particularly full forehead, a full nose, slightly
aquiline in its curve; a long thin upper lip and a lower lip
that protrudes a little; and a firm, well-shaped chin and
jaw. The eyebrow is strongly curved, the upper eyelid
heavy and drooping, the eyeball particularly prominent,
and beneath the lower eyelid the skin is loose and
wrinkled. A wig is worn, tied behind in a bag with ribbons,
showing small curls in front, and two large curls at the
side which cover and conceal the ear." Smith admitted to
a friend: "I am a beau in nothing but my books."

pursue the project he had described five
years previous in The Theory of Moral
Sentiments. On July 5, 1764, he wrote
Hume: "I have begun to write a book in
order to pass away the time." Thus began
his initial draft of The Wealth of Nations.

Smith's European stay ended abruptly
after Hew Scott was murdered in Paris in
October 1766. Smith and the Duke returned
to London, and Smith turned to revising The
Theory ofMoral Sentiments. Then he made
his way back to Kirkaldy where, living with
his mother, he worked· on The Wealth of
Nations. "My business here is study," he
wrote. "My amusements are long solitary
walks· by the Sea side . . . I feel myself,
however, extremely happy, comfortable,
and contented, I was never perhaps more so
in all my life."

By 1770, Smith plunged into laborious
revisions. During 1773, he added important
material on rent, wages, and the American
colonies. In April that year, he moved to
London so he could gain access to more
research materials. He did research at the
British Museum. He worked on revisions at
the British Coffee-House, Cockspur Street,
where many Scottish artists and intellectu
als gathered. He belonged to a weekly dining
club at the coffee house, joining portrait
painter Joshua Reynolds and architect Rob-

ert Adam, among others. Apparently, Smith
gave copies of each new chapter to friends
who discussed and criticized it. Smith's
friend Adam Ferguson, in the fourth edition
of his History ofCivil Society, alerted read
ers to what was coming: "The public will
probably soon be furnished (by Mr. Smith,
author of The Theory ofMoral Sentiments)
with a theory of national economy equal to
what has ever appeared on any subject of
science whatever."

"An Excellent Work"
Finally, on March 9, 1776, An Inquiry into

the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations was published by the firm Strahan
and Cadell. Smith was 52. Smith's painstak
ing revisions paid off, because the book
reads as if Smith were speaking to you
across a table, explaining simply what
makes an economy tick. "It is not from the
benevolence of the butcher, the brewer,
or the baker that we expect our dinner, " he
wrote, "but from their regard to their own
interest. We address ourselves, not to their
humanity but to their self-love, and never
talk to them of our own necessities but of
their advantages. "

The Wealth of Nations conveyed a deep
understanding of why a free society works



best. Smith's most famous lines: "[a typical
investor] intends only his own security; and
by directing that industry in such a manner
as its produce may be of the greatest value,
he intends only his own gain, and he is in
this, as in many other cases, led by an
invisible hand to promote an end which was
no part of his intention. Nor is it always the
worse for the society that it was no part of
it. By pursuing his own interest he fre
quently promotes that of the society more
effectually than when he really intends to
promote it. I have never known much good
done by those who affect to trade for the
public good."

The first reactions came from his friends
who had seen the book evolve. For exam
ple, David Hume, April 1, 1776-"DearMr.
Smith: I am much pleas'd with your Perfor
mance, and the Perusal of it has taken me
from a State ofgreat Anxiety. It was a Work
of so much Expectation, by yourself, by
your Friends, and by the Public, that I
trembled for its Appearance; but am now
much relieved. Not but the Reading of it
necessarily requires so much Attention, and
the Public is disposed to give so little, that
I shall still doubt for some time of its being
at first very popular."

Historian Edward Gibbon wrote Adam
Ferguson: "What an excellent work is that
with which our common friend Mr. Adam
Smith has enriched the public! An extensive
science in a single book, and the most
profound idea expressed in the most per
spicuous language."

Some critics like Sir John Pringle believed
that The Wealth of Nations couldn't be a
good book, since Smith never had any
business experience.

But literary lion Samuel Johnson re
marked: "He is mistaken, sir, a man who
had never engaged in trade himself may
undoubtedly write well upon trade, and
there is nothing that requires more to be
illustrated by philosophy than does trade."
Thomas Jefferson was enthusiastic. In a
letter to a friend, he wrote: "If your views
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ofpolitical inquiry go further, to the subjects
of money & commerce, Smith's Wealth of
Nations is the best book to be read...."

The first printing sold out in six months
and made Smith a sensation. A German
edition appeared in 1776, a Danish edition in
1779, an Italian edition in 1780, and a French
edition in 1781. The Spanish Inquisition
suppressed the book for what officials con
sidered "the lowness of its style and the
looseness of its morals."

Smith had no sooner finished the book
than he began revising it. New English
editions appeared in 1778, 1784, 1786, and
1789. Smith seems to have had time for little
else. With a mischievous flash of humor,
referring to his well-known absent-minded
ness, he told his London publisher in 1780:
"I had almost forgot that I was the author
of the inquiry concerning The Wealth of
Nations."

The Duke of Buccleuch was thrilled with
Smith's success and pulled strings to get his
former tutor appointed Commissioner of
Customs, a lucrative though not very de
manding position (£600 a year) which Smith
accepted. Some reward for a free trader!

Smith died quietly at his Kirkaldy home
on July 17, 1790. As he had asked, his
executors Joseph Black and James Hutton
burned almost all his papers, frustrating
generations of biographers.

His work lived on, and he became a
guiding light whose love of liberty helped
make the nineteenth century the most
peaceful period in modern history. Now
some two hundred years after Smith's
death, economists have identified technical
errors in his work, yet his reputation towers
over challengers like Karl Marx and John
Maynard Keynes. Nobel Laureate George
Stigler dubbed Smith "the patron saint of
free enterprise." H.L. Mencken declared:
"There is no more engrossing book in the
English language than Adam Smith's The
Wealth of Nations." He remains a com
manding presence as liberty is being reborn
at the dawn of the twenty-first century. D



Economics on Trial

Friedman
Challenges
Hayek
"The Hayek-Mises explanation of the business
cycle is contradicted by the evidence. It is,
I believe, false."

-Milton Friedman

by Mark Skousen

L ast month, I wrote about the long
standing debate between the Monetar

ists and the Austrians, which sutfaces at
practically every Mont Pelerin Society
meeting. Both schools are ardent defenders
of the free market, yet they fight incessantly
over methodology and economic modeling.

The issue is not so much politics as
economics. In fact, Milton Friedman, chief
spokesman for the Monetarist school, re
cently wrote a flattering introduction to
the 50th anniversary edition of Friedrich
Hayek's The Road to Serfdom. But his atti
tude (and Allan Meltzer's) toward Hayek's
Prices and Production and the Austrian the
ory of the business cycle is less charitable.

Friedman first raised the issue ofAustrian
business-cycle theory in a 1964 article on
monetary studies at the NBER1 and updated
it in a 1993 article in Economic Inquiry.2 In
both articles, Friedman questions the
Mises-Hayek thesis that recessions are
caused by prior inflations. He examined
cyclical activity in the United States (as
measured by GDP and other data) between
1879-1988, .excluding war cycles and 1945
49. He concludes that there is no significant
correlation between the length and severity
ofan expansion and the succeeding contrac
tion. However, there was a fairly high cor-

Mark Skousen is an economist at Rollins Col
lege, Winter Park, Florida 32789, and editor of
Forecasts & Strategies, one ofthe largest invest
ment newsletters in the country. For more infor
mation about his newsletter and books, contact
Phillips Publishing Inc. at (800) 777-5005.

relation between thelength and severity of a
contraction and the succeeding expansion.

The Basics of Mises-Hayek
Cycle Theory

Friedman has discovered a most interest
ing statistical phenomenon, and his inter
pretation deserves a careful response from
those of us sympathetic to the Austrian
school. But in order to respond properly, it
is critical that we understand exactly what
the Austrian theory of the business cycle is
and what it implies.

Mises and Hayek argue that the business
cycle is caused primarily by cheap credit
issued by the government via expansion of
the money supply or lowering the discount
rate. According to the Austrians, easy
money creates an imbalance in the time
structure of the economy. It artificially low
ers interest rates below the natural rate and
creates an economic boom, particularly in
the higher-order capital goods industries
(mining, manufacturing, commercial real es
tate, etc.). However, this boom cannot last.
As the economy heats up, interest rates rise
above the natural rate and the investment
boom turns into a bust. The inevitable
recession re-establishes the proper balance
between consumption and investment.

The Mises-Hayek model is often termed
an "overinvestment" or "malinvestment"
theory of the cycle because it focuses on the
expansion and contraction of the capital in
vestment sector during the business cycle.3
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Essentially, I see the Mises-Hayek model
as confirming Friedman's dictum, "There is
no such thing as a free lunch." The state
cannot create irredeemable paper money
out of thin air without paying the price.
Monetary inflation doesn't simply raise
prices, it distorts the economy. The first
effect of easy money is a boom, but even
tually a bust must follow.

The Issue Over Data
Friedman seems to have a basic under

standing of the Mises-Hayek model, which
is that the cause of a recession is the prior
inflation, and the greater the fiat inflation,
the greater the subsequent crash, other
things being equal. (The higher they climb,
the greater they fall.)

Friedman rejects Austrian business cycle
theory because the evidence seems to
counter any relationship between a reces
sion and a prior inflation. However, I be
lieve Friedman uses the wrong data. In
order to properly judge Mises-Hayek, one
should correlate "easy credit" with eco
nomic activity, not past economic activity
(expansion) with subsequent economic ac
tivity (contraction). An economic recovery
or recession might change dramatically with
a shift in monetary policy. For example, the
Federal Reserve may not allow a deep
recession to run its course, e.g., in 1982,
when it injected massive new reserves into
the banking system. Also, GDP is not a good
indicator of investment activity, the main
focus of the Mises-Hayek theory. GDP
measures only final output, not the produc
tion of higher-order capital goods.

Clearly, there is a strong link between
monetary policy and economic activity.
Much of Friedman's lifetime work deals
with this close relationship. Mises-Hayek
simply goes further, demonstrating how the
monetary transmission mechanism works
through the capital investment sector.

I offer two examples to elucidate the
Mises-Hayek model. First, take the U.S. in
the 1950s and early 1960s. Monetary infla
tion was relatively modest back then, and so
was the business cycle. But monetary infla-

tion grew much more rapidly in the late
1960s and 1970s, and so did the volatility of
the economy. The expansions were greater
and the contractions were more severe, just
as Mises-Hayek would predict.

Look at Japan in the 1980s. If the Bank of
Japan had adopted the Friedman monetarist
rule (increasing the money supply at only
2-3 percent each year), the Austrians would
predict only a mild inflationary build-up and
subsequent recession. Unfortunately, the
Bank of Japan engaged in an extremely
liberal money policy, expanding the mone
tary base by 11 percent for four straight
years and keeping interest rates artificially
low. The result was (1) dramatic economic
growth in the late 1980s, followed by (2) a
crash and depression in the early 1990s. I fail
to see how the data here contradicts Mises
Hayek. In fact, Japanese economist Yoshio
Suzuki confirmed the Austrian thesis re
cently: "As Hayek teaches us, easy money
does not always raise the price ofgoods and
services, but always creates an imbalance
in the structure of the economy, particularly
in the capital markets.... This is exactly
what happened in Japan [in the 1980s]. ,,4 He
pointed out that Japanese consumer and
wholesale prices were relatively stable dur
ing the late 1980s, but an unsustainable
"bubble" in asset prices (stocks, real estate,
art work, etc.) occurred.

Milton Friedman and I continue to ex
change letters debating the merits of Aus
trian business cycle theory. I agree with him
that more research and testing need to be
done on this critical issue. Stay tuned. D

1. Milton Friedman, "The Monetary Studies of the Na
tional Bureau," 44th Annual Report, National Bureau of
Economic Research (1964), reprinted in The Optimal Quantity
of Money and Other Essays (Chicago: Aidine, 1969), pp.
261-84.

2. Milton Friedman, "The 'Plucking Model' of Business
Fluctuations Revisited," Economic Inquiry (April, 1993), pp.
171-77.

3. A detailed explanation ofAustrian business cycle theory
can be found in Murray Rothbard, America's Great Depres
sion, 4th ed. (New York: Richardson & Snyder, 1983 [1964]).
Hayek's Prices and Production, 2nd ed. (New York: Augustus
M. Kelley, 1935 [1931]), is still in print.

4. Dr. Yoshio Suzuki, "Comment on Papers by Benegas
Lynch and Skousen," Mont Pelerin Society Meetings, Sep
tember 27, 1994, Cannes, France. Suzuki also stated, "In my
40 years' experience as a monetary economist, I have never felt
as strongly as I do today the need to bring back to life the
essence of Hayek's trade cycle theory."
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Eco-Sanity: A Common-Sense Guide
to Environmentalism

Joseph L. Bast, Peter J. Hill,
Richard C. Rue
Madison Books. 1994. 316 pages. $22.95
cloth; $12.95 paperback

Reviewed by Doug Bandow

M any good books have appeared on the
environment and the environmental

movement in recent years. Ronald Bailey,
Michael Fumento, Lou Guzzo, and Dixy
Lee Ray, among others, have produced
devastating studies of environmental fool
ishness. Thoughtful environmentalists like
Wallace Kaufman and Martin Lewis have
written sharp critiques of the dishonesty and
radicalism ofmovement activists. But ifyou
want the one book that concisely explains
both the real ecological state of the world
and offers sensible, market-oriented solu
tions to environmental problems, it is Eco
Sanity: A Common-Sense Guide to Envi
ronmentalism. Written by a trio of free
market analysts and outdoorsmen, Eco
Sanity should provide the standard against
which future environmentalist claims are
measured.

Such a book is long overdue. It was
another book, Rachel Carson's Silent
Spring, that helped create the modern en
vironmental movement three decades ago.
Carson was completely wrong in her warn
ing that chemicals were going to create a
"silent spring," but that didn't matter to
many readers. As the authors of Eco-Sanity
observe: "Though the language of Silent
Spring has more in common with Night of
the Living Dead and Frankenstein than it
does with a scientific treatise, the book was
presented to the public as objective sci
ence." Unfortunately, Carson's .apocalyp
tic fear-mongering has been widely imitated
by the likes of Lester Brown, Paul Ehrlich,
and many others over the years.

Eco-Sanity comes at a propitious mo
ment. During the 1960s and 1970s the envi
ronmental movement was able to generate
substantial political support for what was in
truth a radical regulatory agenda. Although
better environmental protection was achiev
able at far less cost, "it is unlikely that calls
for more research or cost-benefit analysis
would have captured the attention of the
nation's policy makers," observe the au
thors. During the 1980s and 1990s, however,
popular resistance to environmental ex
tremism stiffened as the cost of making ever
smaller ecological advances soared. Yet the
environmental movement' 'has been slow to
change its tactics in response to these chang
ing realities," contends Eco-Sanity. "Envi
ronmentalists continue to issue demands
without acknowledging their real costs and
effects on others. They cling to the obsolete
notions of villains and crusaders, blinding
them to the contributions of science and
economics and making them easy prey for
alarmists and media hype." Eco-Sanity
should help change this.

The authors begin by reviewing the actual
state of the world. If one listens to the
prophets of doom, one would think that life
on the planet was deteriorating at an alarm
ing rate. Indeed, you could be forgiven for
believing that there are few aspects of our
lives not getting worse: the globe is warm
ing, population is growing, ozone is dissi
pating, trash is piling up, deserts are ex
panding, forests are disappearing, toxic
wastes are flowing, and more. Yet, in the
main these claims are false. Genuine envi
ronmental problems exist, ofcourse, but the
world is not in crisis. To the contrary,
reports Eco-Sanity: (1)' 'Most Americans
today live in an environment that is cleaner
than it was at any time in the past half
century, " and (2) "The environment in the
U.S. today is safer than it has been at any
time in recorded history."

The bulk of the book is dedicated to
proving the truth of these two propositions.
For instance, various major air pollutants
fell between 24 percent and 94 percent from
1975 to 1990. Total emissions of these pol
lutants were 12.6 percent lower in 1990 than



in 1940. Similarly, water in America has
become cleaner over the last two decades.
U.S. rivers like the Mississippi are less
polluted than major waterways in Britain,
France, and Germany. Food supplies are
safe and abundant. Timber growth has ex
ceeded harvests every year since 1952; to
day's annual increase is treble the level of
1920. Waste disposal technologies are safe
and potential landfill capacity is vast. Global
oil reserves are climbing. In short, there's a
lot of good news to celebrate.

Not that the authors are Pollyannas.
There is still work to do-particularly to
combat perverse government policies, such
as below-cost sales of timber from federal
land. But, as Eco-Sanity demonstrates,
Americans' "hard work and major invest
ments of tax dollars have purchased a
cleaner environment for them and their
children. ' ,

Despite the obvious good news about
these more traditional areas of environmen
tal concern, however, people still face a raft
of frightening predictions involving new is
sues. Eco-Sanity patiently debunks the mul
titude of impending disasters with which
we are supposedly threatened. This section
alone makes the book worth reading, since
it demonstrates how radical environmental
ists have regularly twisted data and made
wild extrapolations to demonstrate that the
world is about to end ... unless the gov
ernment is immediately invested with huge
new powers to regulate, tax, and spend.

Eco-Sanity performs critiques of a num
ber of issues: global warming, ozone deple
tion, acid rain, deforestation, pesticides,
resource depletion, population, electromag
netic fields , toxic wastes, and more. The
authors' discussions are always concise,
objective, persuasive, and readable, and
should do much to help educate a public that
has until now proved far too vulnerable to
shameless scare-mongering.

After debunking the worst ofenvironmen
talist propaganda, the authors offer a primer
on clear thinking about the environment and
a detailed "common-sense agenda" for
dealing with the major environmental prob
lems that continue to face us. Were their
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ideas turned into law we would be likely to
see far better environmental protection at
far less cost. For this reason, their thought
ful approach should appeal to any environ
mentalist who does not put ideology before
conservation, who is committed to achiev
ing a reasonable balance between economic
prosperity, individual liberty, and environ
mental protection.

"Eco-sanity means applying reason,
sound science, and a respect for the rights
of others to environmental issues," write
Joseph Bast, P.J. Hill, and Richard Rue.
Unfortunately, reason, sound science, and
respect have long been lacking in the envi
ronmental debate. But Eco-Sanity may be
the book to help transform the national
debate. It is a critically important work and
deserves the sort of attention heretofore
reserved for the latest alarmist screed. D

Mr. Bandow is a Senior Fellow at the Cato
Institute and the author ofThe Politics of Envy:
Statism as Theology (Transaction Publishers).

No Turning Back: Dismantling the
Fantasies of Environmental Thinking
by Wallace Kaufman
Basic Books • 1994 • 212 pages • $25.00

Reviewed by Lance Lamberton

W allace Kaufman courageously chal
lenges the environmentalist establish

ment in his compelling and persuasive book,
No Turning Back. Kaufman's credibility in
taking on that establishment is founded on
his having worked for 30 years for that very
establishment, as president of two state
level environmental groups and lobbyist for
the Wilderness Society.

The principal virtue of No Turning Back
is the way in which it organizes and presents
its arguments. It is what I would call an
effective "outreach book" that will appeal
to and inspire non-ideological men and
women in business who are generally too
busy going about the day-to-day task of
producing goods and services to focus on
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why they are the target of environmental
activists. Moreover, these same people feel
vaguely guilty that what they are doing is
somehow wrong. No Turning Back gives
them the intellectual ammunition to shed the
guilt, and leaves them with hope that the
inevitable march of science and technology
will eventually triumph over the Luddites of
the nineties.

While No Turning Back is primarily a
restatement of free market applications to
environmental issues, its discussion of the
roots of environmentalism and the emer
gence of scientific ecology and the property
rights movement does provide some fresh
insights.

The idea that nature is sacred was a
reaction to the ability ofscience to reveal the
secrets of nature and strip away its mystery
and power over mankind. Most prominent
among the Enlightenment reactionaries was
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who claimed that
primitive peoples always led the happiest
lives.

Rousseau's vision of "paradise lost"
found its way to America by way ofEngland
through the English Romantics. From this
foundation emerged Henry David Thoreau,
who became the godfather of the American
environmental movement, calling for a re
turn to communal harmony, as if such a
thing ever existed. Fortunately, his ideas
were not taken up on a large scale in
nineteenth-century America, with its drive
to settle a continent and create a level of
prosperity unimaginable to previous gener
ations.

That was to change in the twentieth cen
tury, when the traumatic events of World
War I and the Great Depression planted the
seeds of command-and-control economics,
which took root and eventually found their
most fertile soil in the environmental move
ment of the sixties.

However, in culture, as in physics, every
action has a reaction. Kaufman points out
that the reaction to "command and control"
environmentalism is manifesting itself with
the emergence of scientific ecology and the
property rights movement. Scientific ecol
ogy challenges the most cherished assump-

tion of environmentalists: that nature exists
in perfect balance except when upset by
man's intervention. On the contrary, the
new ecologists say that nature's preference
is not for balance, but for change.

All of nature's creatures have been living
on a planet· where changes are unpredict
able, swift, and devastating. The challenge,
then, is not whether to protect or destroy the
environment, but rather how to protect the
environment and achieve economic growth.
Critical to meeting this challenge is under
standing and accepting the premise of ecol
ogists that changing the environment for
man's use does not entail environmental
disaster. On the contrary, it recognizes man
as a responsible steward. While this per
spective has been extensively researched
and chronicled in the scientific literature,
rarely has it been brought forth in popular
writings. Kaufman is to be applauded for
doing so in No Turning Back.

Finally, Kaufman provides a fresh discus
sion of the nascent property rights move
ment. One of the most cherished ideals in
American society is the right to own and use
property. When the Endangered Species
Act prevents, for example, an owner from
selling 38 acres ofland because a pair ofbald
eagles have nested on it, it is not surprising
that landowners rise up to say enough is
enough. Now, at long last, the courts are
beginning to recognize these rights, and
have begun enforcing the takings clause of
the Constitution, which requires govern
ment to compensate landowners for prop
erty where their laws prohibit development.

Kaufman envisions a future where prop
erty rights are recognized, scientific princi
ples are applied to public policy, and tech
nological advances address the dual societal
requirements of environmental stewardship
and economic growth. If such a confluence
of changes were to occur, it would relegate
today's environmental movement to the
dustbin of history. I just hope I live long
enough to see it. D
Mr. Lamberton is the Public Affairs Director for
a cable operator in Texas, and theformer Deputy
Director of the White House Office of Policy
Information under President Reagan.



The Spirit of Freedom: Essays in
American History
edited by Burton W. Folsom, Jr.
The Foundation for Economic Education.
1994 • 212 pages. $14.95 paperback

Reviewed by Wesley Allen Riddle

Dr. Burt Folsom, Professor of History at
Murray State University in Kentucky,

has compiled a collection of essays previ
ously published in The Freeman between
1961 and 1992. The 23 essays relating to
various themes in American history are
authored by 21 different university profes
sors and other professionals. The Spirit of
Freedom: Essays in American History is an
excellent addition to American historiogra
phy and a welcome contribution to anew,
emerging consensus about America's past.
Through this book, FEE reinvigorates seri
ous study ofpolitical economy, a term rarely
entertained of late on American campuses..

The Spirit of Freedom also challenges
some Marxist and New Deal revisionism,
which is largely responsible for the dimin
ished lexicon in American academia, as well
as for a generation of young Americans who
cannot name the Father of their Constitu
tion. Much in the way of liberal ideological
bent has found its way into historical liter
ature and distorted objective assessment
and contextual understanding of American
history. Policy decisions have even come to
hinge on such disinformation and error. It is
because assumptions about the nature of
American institutions and interpretations
concerning the factual historical record are
so crucial that FEE has become a leading
foundation for American history education.

The Spirit of Freedom is suitable for
course work by college undergraduates,
advanced high school students, and home
schoolers. The collection is edited to high
academic standards and is both well end
noted and indexed. While one is tempted
to label the collection according to the
Consensus or Neo-Whig schools of history,
it defies easy categorization. Rather, the
book is refreshingly free of parametrical
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confines and looks at history in a number of
creative ways, both old and new.

The Spirit ofFreedom contains four sub
sections: (1) Origins of Freedom; (2) Tri
umph of Freedom; (3) Obstacles to Free
dom; and (4) Overcoming the Obstacles.
The first section covers America's founding
era from 1620 to circa 1830, with excellent
essays on New England and Middle Colony
groups; a comparative history essay on the
American and French Revolutions; an ex
amination ofGeorge Washington's thoughts
concerning the political dialectic of liberty
and order; and a wonderful primary source
account on public assistance, written by
Davy Crockett. One essay on the Pilgrims is
intriguing to those interested in intellectual
history, in that it traces American libertarian
tradition to the Dutch, as opposed to the
English. Another essay on Pilgrims devel
ops little known details about socialist land
use experiments in the early years of Ply
mouth Colony.

Part Two picks up in 1869 and includes
events to circa 1960. The thirdsection traces

J.-
contrary historical trends along a chrono-
logical path from 1911. The real strength
of this book may be the articles in these
two sections. Major essays radically rein
terpret liberal historical consensus about
the Gilded Age, Progressive Era, and New
Deal. One essay convincingly re-examines
the monopolistic, greedy, and exploit~tive

reputation of so-called Robber Barons. Dr.
Hans Sennholz dissects the·Great Depres
sion with clarity and insight, proving it to be
four consecutive depressions, compounded
and prolonged by ill-advised government
financial policies from Coolidge to
Roosevelt. Essays also introduce important
developments in science and technology, as
well as in business, economics, and govern
ment.

The concluding section offers three short
contemporary examples of American suc
cess, as well as tentative lessons derived
from history. Indeed, the whole book im
plicitly supports a kind of faith that history
does contain positive instruction for present
condition and future promise. Having said
that, The Spirit ofFreedom does not posit an
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American Utopia that fell from grace. It
does, however, purport to isolate and ex
plain certain characteristics that were and
are responsible for America's unparalleled
material prosperity and social and political
stability (if not always harmony).

After all, America is the oldest fundamen
tally unchanged government in the history
of the world; no nation has reunited so
completely after a terrible civil war; diverse
peoples live neither as peaceably nor on as
equal terms anywhere else. The presump
tion is that some things are therefore unique
about America, that much is right about
America, and that much of what is right
constitutes an exceptional identity among
nations. The Spirit of Freedom is a depar
ture from some modern historiography,
which de-emphasizes American exception
alism and American achievements. More
over, the book reverses a trend in history
away from biography, as if people no longer
mattered.

The Spirit ofFreedom portrays a number
of famous and lesser-known personages
real people in real situations, with real
effects which ensue. In a society that lan
guishes from want of good role models, The
Spirit ofFreedom reminds us that history is
replete with them. The essays contain sig
nificant cameos of William Penn, John D.
Rockefeller, John Arbuckle, James Duke,
Edwin Armstrong, Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Henry Flagler, Sam Walton, and Frank
Perdue, as well as interesting biographical
information on a host of other characters.

Dr. Folsom and FEE are to be com
mended for this valuable collection of es
says. The Spirit ofFreedom corrects many
historiographical distortions, without being
doctrinaire or unsophisticated. Indeed,
those who prize both scholarship and truth
will find this anthology gratifying and useful.
Many current and future policy proponents
are, in the words of one essay, "oblivious
to both economics and history." The edu
cation crisis in the country has produced a
situation about which Santayana's dictum
connotes some urgency, since ignorance
of the past has never once proven to pardon
a people's mistakes. The book is a pleasure

and an education to read. It is also a good
guide for those who seek and find wisdom
through history-sapientia per historiam. D

Wesley Allen Riddle teaches American History
at the u.s. Military Academy, West Point.

Public Goods and Private
Communities: The Market Provision
of Social Services
by Fred Foldvary
Edward Elgar Publishing. 1994 • 288 pages.
$59.95

Reviewed by Roy E. Cordato

T he primary purpose of academic pro
grams in urban economics is to train

central planners. Traditionally college
courses in state and local public finance and
urban economics have rationalized every
thing that local governments do, while in
voking elaborate formulations about how
these governments might do what they do
more "efficiently." Dr. Fred Foldvary's
new book, Public Goods and Private Com
munities, turns the standard model of urban
economics and local public finance on its
head. He first argues that the economic
theory of public goods, which supposedly
"justifies" government provision of many
goods and services, is irreparably flawed.
He then argues that most if not all of the
services that local governments provide
can be, and are, provided more efficiently
through private contractual arrangements.

Courses in public finance all begin by
discussing the theory of "public goods."
Basically a good or service is said to have
"public" characteristics if private produc
ers cannot capture all of the benefits asso
ciated with its consumption. The idea is that
once such a good is produced people can
enjoy the benefits that it provides without
having to pay for them. Consequently, it is
argued that public goods will either be
"underproduced" in the free market or not
produced at all. The government therefore



should either subsidize their production or
simply produce these goods or services and
pay for them through taxation.

As an example Dr. Foldvary uses the
building of a dam that would provide flood
prevention services to a community. It is
easy to see how once the dam is produced,
anyone living in the area would automati
cally receive the flood prevention benefits
whether or not they pay for them. This is
the so-called free rider problem. Public
goods theory argues that people will not
voluntarily pay for such services and the
private sector would have no incentive to
undertake projects like the dam. Other fre
quently cited examples of public goods in
clude roads, parks, police and fire protec
tion, national defense, and education. The
theory of public goods allegedly provides
the economicjustification for extensive gov
ernment involvement in these and many
other areas.

Foldvary attacks the standard theory of
public goods from several perspectives.
Drawing on arguments made by "public
choice" economists, he points out that there
is no reason to expect the government to
succeed where the market has supposedly
failed. Once the political process, domi
nated by special interests and the self
interest of politicians and bureaucrats, is
analyzed, the economic efficiency justifica
tion for government provision of "public
goods" falls apart. There is no reason to
favor the results of the political process,
even over the caricatured results of the free
market that are described in the theory of
public goods. Even on its own terms, the
policy conclusion of public goods theory
simply substitutes government failure for
"market failure."

Foldvary also argues that public goods
theory starts with faulty assumptions about
the real world-namely that people live
atomistically rather than in geographically
defined communities and that public goods
must be provided in isolation from private
goods. His analysis challenges these as
sumptions. More realistically, he assumes
that people live in communities where so
cietal pressures can be brought to bear on
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would-be free riders and that the provision
of public goods can be "tied" to the provi
sion of private and excludable goods.

Foldvary argues that there is no reason to
expect that public goods will not get pro
duced through private contractual arrange
ments. Drawing on the works of" Austrian"
and "constitutional" economists such as
F. A. Hayek, James Buchanan, and Richard
Wagner, Foldvary advances an economic
theory that explains what is observed in real
world communities around the country, i.e.,
the private provision of public goods and
services. It is a phenomenon observed in
private neighborhood associations, planned
communities, apartment complexes, condo
minium associations, and even shopping
malls and amusement parks. All of these
represent communities, Le., voluntary so
cial arrangements, of one form or another.
They also require as a condition of mem
bership (to invoke the analogy of a club) the
purchase of a bundle of public and private
goods. For example one might buy into a
condominium association because he wants
the private services of having his lawn
mowed or the use of tennis courts. But these
services are typically "tied" to the provi
sion of other more "public" goods and
services such as the provision and mainte
nance of roads or police protection, Le.,
security guards.

Foldvary illustrates his theory with a
number of case studies. He examines sev
eral institutional arrangements that have
successfully dealt with public goods and
free-rider problems. These include Walt
Disney World in Orlando, Florida; the com
munity of Arden in Delaware, where build
ings are privately owned but all land is
owned by a private trust that charges rent
and provides public services (founded in
1900 by followers of Henry George); the Ft.
Ellsworth Condominium Association in Al
exandria, Va.; and the massive "planned"
contractual community of Reston, Virginia.

Foldvary's book also provides a valuable
explanation of why private communities
that collect fees for the privilege of living
there aren't the same as governments. He
gives some convincing reasons. First, such
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communities are based on an explicit con
tractual arrangement. All the standard laws
of contract apply, including the right to sue
because of breach of contract. Second, the
powers of the neighborhood association are
limited to those specified in the contractual
arrangement. Third, the community associ
ation does not have the power to redistribute
wealth, which is a standard use of tax reve
nues. Lastly, decision-making power within
the contractual arrangement is typically held
by property owners only. As Foldvary points
out, under government democracies prop
erty owners typically "have no more voting
power than other residents. "

Fred Foldvary has made a valuable con
tribution to the economic literature on pub
lic goods and public finance. If it is fully
appreciated by the economics profession
it could revolutionize and dramatically im
prove the study of urban economics specif
ically and public economics in general. Un
fortunately it is not in the interest of
individual economists to buck the system as
it currently exists. In this sense maybe Dr.
Foldvary's book, itself, should be the sub
ject of some public goods analysis. D
Dr. Cordato is Lundy Professor of Business
Philosophy at Campbell University, Buies Creek,
North Carolina.

Systems of Survival: A Dialogue
on the Moral Foundations of
Commerce and Politics
by Jane Jacobs
New York: Vintage Books. 1993 • 236 pages.
$12.00

Reviewed by Peter J. Boettke

Ever wonder what it would have been like
to sit in on a conversation with Ludwig

von Mises, Henry Hazlitt, and Leonard
Read? Sitting in the backyard at FEE's
compound in Irvington or around the library
table, they must have engaged in the give
and-take of good conversation many a time.
For perhaps an even more animated dia
logue, imagine yourself in old Vienna, in one
of the famous coffee houses. Mises is on
one side of the table, and his old classmate

and friend Otto Bauer, the famous Austro
Marxist, is on the other side. Mises counters
Bauer's insistence that the forces of history
are on the side ofMarxism. Mises' challenge
is straightforward-and devastating in its
logic: the Marxist project of simultaneously
abolishing private ownership in the means
of production and rationalizing production
is impossible. Without private ownership,
economic planners will not be able to ratio
nally calculate the best use of scarce capital
resources.

Mises' challenge shook the foundation of
the Marxist sense of destiny. Marxism was
not the way to the future, but rather a path
that would only lead to political and eco
nomic barbarism. Bauer, we are told in
Mises's autobiographical essay, Notes and
Recollections, never recovered from their
conversations and their friendship eventu
ally cooled.

There is something about good conversa
tion concerned with fundamental issues that
entices, frustrates, and teaches us so much.
It is also something that eludes most of us in
our daily lives. We have known the teaching
power of dialogue ever since Socrates. If
we cannot partake in the art of good con
versation, then the opportunity to be a "fly
on the wall" offers the next best alternative.
In Jane Jacobs' Systems of Survival, she
invites us into a dialogue among a group of
New York intellectuals who all share some
connection to the same New York publisher.
Jacobs, as many of you know, is perhaps the
last great public intellectual of this century.
Fiercely independent, Jacobs blazed a trail in
the analysis ofcities. In Systems ofSurvival,
she turns her skills to analyzing the moral
"syndromes" (as she terms them) that gov
ern our life. She does not disappoint.

Systems of Survival is well-written and
well-argued. Moreover, it is amazingly rad
ical in terms of its outright support for the
moral superiority of the commercial syn
drome throughout most of the book. Almost
echoing Ayn Rand, Jacobs' character Kate
(a young professor) states that we have at
our disposal only two ways to acquire re
sources-we can either voluntarily trade or
we forcefully take. It is that simple.



Moral Syndrome B

shun trading
exert prowess
be obedient and

disciplined
adhere to tradition
respect hierarchy
be loyal
take vengeance
deceive for the sake

of the task
make rich use of

leisure
be ostentatious
dispense largesse
be exclusive
show fortitude
be fatalistic
treasure honor

Jacobs' conversation gets started when
Armbruster (a retired book publisher) in
vites five others to join him in an exploration
of the breakdown of honesty in society:
Jasper (a successful novelist), Kate, Ben
(an environmentalist), Quincy (a successful
banker), and Hortense (Armbruster's niece
and a successful lawyer). Kate takes the
challenge to explore the moral foundations
of social interaction to get the group started.
She concludes from her study that there
are two syndromes that are characterized by
the following:

Moral Syndrome A

shun force
voluntary agreement
be honest
collaborate
compete
respect contracts
use initiative and

enterprise
open to inventiveness

and novelty
be efficient
promote comfort and

convenience
dissent for the sake

of the task
invest for productive

purposes
be industrious
be thrifty
be optimistic

Much of the remainder of the book is an
extended argument amongst the group on
the implications ofKate's" discovery. " The
book contains a very subtle argument con
cerning the tension between moral syn
drome A (commercial) and moral syndrome
B (guardian). The guardian syndrome is the
source of much of the stagnation and op
pression in the world. However, it is also
essential in some areas. Without a proper
guardian infrastructure, for example, the
commercial moral syndrome could be
threatened. Jacobs, though, realizes that
commercial life has ways to "police" it
self-the discipline of repeated dealings or
the historical development of commercial
contract law outside of official state chan
nels (such as the law merchant). Jacobs is
particularly sharp in her analysis of hybrids
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of the commercial and guardian syn
dromes-such as the mafia and the state
socialist systems of the former Eastern Bloc.

Ben, the environmental activist and au
thor, is often the "leftist" foil of the book.
But Jacobs is too good a writer and story
teller to turn Ben into a wooden caricature.
Her characters appear real. Kate preaches
too much, but this doesn't distract from the
power of her argument. This is human
conversation with all its frailties and foi
bles-and its wonderment. Jacobs uses the
vehicle of the dialogue masterfully.

One thing Jacobs is looking for in her
search of moral systems is cosmopolitan
ism. Which syndrome encourages cosmo
politan tolerance of alternative life-styles,
beliefs, races, etc.? Her connection of cos
mopolitanism and commercial life reminds
one of Mises' statements in Liberalism or
Nock's in his wonderful essay "On Doing
the Right Thing." This is something many
on the conservative right in America simply
don't understand. Tolerance does not mean
acceptance, but it does mean openness to
new ideas and cultures, a willingness to live
and let live, and, as Jacobs listed in her
syndromes, it values "dissent for the sake of
the task." Commercial life flourishes within
an environment that is characterized by
liberal tolerance and cosmopolitan virtue,
but not within an environment of provincial
values bound by tradition. Provincialism
can exist within cosmopolitanism, but
whenever traditional values assert superior
ity over cosmopolitanism, innovation is sti
fled and commercial life stagnates. Liberal
ism is the only social philosophy that can
constrain guardianship within its appropri
ate limits and unleash the productive and
progressive force of commerce.

Jane Jacobs' System of Survival is a
wonderful little book. Easy reading, yet
profound in implications, this book should
be on the reading list of anyone concerned
with the moral foundations of society. Free
man readers especially will find much of
value in this book. It is highly recommended
to all. D
Dr. Boettke teaches economics at New York
University .



Former Congressman Ron PauI

The situation is alarming, but there is some good news about
higher education in America. One college-The CSW Freedom
School-is swimming strongly against the academic tide toward
socialism.

If you are an adult concerned about the future of higher
education in America, or if you are a student looking for a solid
education, you will want to participate in building The CSW
Freedom School. Please call or write us today for more
information.

The CSW Freedom School
College of the Southwest
6610 lovington Highway

Hobbs, New Mexico 88240

Founded in 1962, College of the Southwest is a private,
independent four-year liberal arts college based on Christian
ideas and principles. College of the Southwest neither seeks nor
accepts state or federal financing. It relies entirely on fees paid
by students and gifts from those who understand and agree with
its philosophy of education. The CSW Freedom School is a new
and innovative program of classroom instruction, reading,
lectures, conferences, and publ ications designed to produce
free, humane, and civilized individuals.

"The Freedom School is based upon an idea whose time
has surely come. If men are to be free in any society and
under any government, that freedom must be solidly based
on enduring foundations. In identifying and setting forth
these foundations, as well as teaching them to those
willing to learn, The Freedom School is set on the right
course."

Dr. Clarence Carson
Bestsell ing author and educator

"To study the laws in nature and revelation, and to
induce young minds to abide by these laws-that is the
primary task of education. It is the great mission of The
CSW Freedom School."

Dr. Hans F. Sennholz
President, FEE

"The CSW Freedom School is unique in its effort to rethink
higher education and offers a new generation of
Americans the intellectual tools needed to restore
American greatness."

The press is filled with horror stories about higher education in
America: college teachers and textbooks that attack Western
civilization, administrators who enforce "politically correct"
views, and college courses that have no intellectual or spiritual
value.

Please send me more information about
The Freedom School.

Name _

Address --:- _
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